HISTORY Bargain Books


**4535189** A DEADLY SECRET: The Bizarre and Chilling Story of Robert Durst. By Matt Birbeck. Examines the case of Kathie Durst, young wife of reclusive real-estate heir Robert Durst. She vanished after uncovering disturbing family secrets about Durst’s family, and her husband was arrested 19 years later for shoplifting, which finally brought him to police attention. 299 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95


**2829002** UNABOMBER: How the FBI Broke Its Own Rules to Capture the Terrorist Ted Kaczynski. By Jim Freeman et al. The story of how three FBI agents charged by FBI director Louis Freeh to bring finally to the case of the Unabomber terrorist, saw the need to cut through the cumbersome procedures of the investigation and to change the rules in the FBI. 24 pages of photos. 320 pages. Hot Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**2830605** BLOODY HISTORY OF LONDON: Crime, Corruption and Murder. By John D. Wright. Illustrated throughout with 180 captivating paintings, photographs and illustrations, this comprehensive history delves deep into the dark and disturbing drama of the Big Smoke—from the founding of London by the Romans to the modern day terror attacks. 224 pages. Amherst Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**2841916** MYTHS AND MYSTERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. By Rachel Haynie. From the pioneering submarine Hunley and its secrets to the atomic bomb that fell on a farm in Mars Bluff in 1958, this collection makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Illus. 180 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6689450** CAUGHT IN THE REVOLUTION: Petrograd, Russia, 1917–A World on the Edge. By Helen Rappaport. Drawing on a rich trove of material, Rappaport carries readers right up to theajan to see, feel, and hear the revolution as it happened to an assortment of individuals—journalists, diplomats, business, bankers, government volunteers nurses andomite socialites. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95


**6924697** FORTRESS FALKLANDS: Life Under Siege in Britain’s Last Outpost. By Graham Bound. The Falkland Islands sprang to fame in 1982, when Argentine Forces invaded and occupied them. British rule was re-established following an intensely violent war. The author examines the gains, losses and challenges of islanders and why they may be soon to the center of another crisis. 16 pages of photos. 235 pages. Pen & Sword Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

**6910939** HOPI SNAKE CEREMONIES, REVISED EDITION. By Jesse Walter Fewkes. Features the classic Bureau of American Ethnology reports from 1894-1898, describing the Hopi Snake dance. A ceremony that ensures plenty of spring water and abundant rain for the maturing crops and dramatizes the legend of the Snake Clan. Well illus. Avium. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


**2815261** THE PLOT TO SCAPEGOAT RUSSIA: How the CIA and the Deep State Have Conspired to Viliify Russia. By Dan Kovalik. Reveals how the U.S. has provoked Russia, squandering hope for peace and cooperation. Kovalik also explains how Americans have lost out from missed opportunities, and from decades of conflicts based on false premises. 210 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95


**2829988** THE STREET AGENT. By Wayne F. Mann. This eye-opening memoir about American extremists and the man who infiltrated them for the FBI, brings life to the mind set, life style, and distorted ambitions of U.S. citizens, world old, and the era we know it today. Manns bring his experiences to life in this revealing narrative. Photos. 440 pages. History Publishing Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95


**2815796** WHAT HAPPENED TO BERNIE SANDERS. By Jared H. Beck. Shows that Bernie Sanders lost to Hillary Clinton because he never had a chance to win. He illustrates how a web of forces, emanating from elite interests through the mainstream media and democratic political establishment operated to ensure Clinton would secure the nomination. 320 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**284041** THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND THE ASSASIN: Madness, Vengeance, and the Campaign of 1912. By Gerard Heilbroner. Presents a gripping account of John Schrank’s attempt on Theodore Roosevelt’s life during his 1912 presidential race. Based on contemporary newspaper reports, police interrogations, and eyewitness testimony, it is above all a fast-paced, suspenseful narrative. Photos. 292 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

**6910939** HOPI SNAKE CEREMONIES, REVISED EDITION. By Jesse Walter Fewkes. Features the classic Bureau of American Ethnology reports from 1894-1898, describing the Hopi Snake dance. A ceremony that ensures plenty of spring water and abundant rain for the maturing crops and dramatizes the legend of the Snake Clan. Well illus. Avium. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- African History
- African-American Lives & History
- American Foreign Policy
- American Political History
- American Regional & Local Histories
- American West & the Frontier
- Ancient History
- Asia, Australia & Oceania
- Atlases
- Automobiles
- Aviation History
- Bible & Biblical Studies
- British History
- Catastrophes & Disasters
- Central & South America & Mexico
- Civil Rights & Racism
- Colonial Era
- Constitutional & Judicial Issues
- Current titles are marked with a ★

American Regional & Local Histories

2847698 LOST KINGDOM: Hawaii's Last Queen, the Sugar Kings, and America's First Emperor. By Melora Flynn Siler. First colonized around AD 200 by intrepid Polynesian islanders who set off in double-rigger canoes and paddled thousands of miles across the Pacific Ocean. Until they reached the Hawaiian archipelago, Hawaii existed for hundreds of years in splendid isolation. A sweeping and fascinating account of Hawaii's turbulent history. 16 pages of photos. 415 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


698729X BEST. STATE. EVER. By Dave Barry. Sure, there has never been a more colorful collection of photos and historical anecdotes than the first five great states. 392 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

6594569 OH, FLORIDA! How America's Weirdest State Influences the Rest of the Country. By Craig Pittman. Florida attracts 90 million visitors a year, some drawn to its impressive natural beauty, others bewitched by its man-made fantasies. The author explores the state's idiosyncrasies, from being touted as a carefree paradise to being known for its perils such as alligators, sinkholes, hurricanes and more, that make it a state that produces trends that end up influencing the rest of the country. Well illus., some in color. 320 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95

★ 6978738 THE WORST HARD TIME: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl. By Timothy Egan. The dust storms that terrorized America's High Plains in the darkest years of the Depression were like nothing ever seen before or since, and the stories of the people who held on have never been fully told. This volume reverses that fact, with stories that follow the fortunes of a half dozen families. Photos. 340 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2795639 THE ROARING '20S AT THE JERSEY SHORE. By Karen L. Schnitzspahn. Discover the history and examine the emerging tourism during the 1920s in New Jersey, through 276 postcard reproductions, vintage photographs, and fascinating accounts of real-life experiences of the day. See the prominent hotels, beach bauhaus, boardwalks, entertainment areas, and sports attractions that made the area famous. 112 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8½. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

5793924 MY KIND OF COUNTY: Door County, Wisconsin. By John Fraser Hart. Presents an indepth guide to Door County, Wisconsin, the quintessentially American locale often regarded as the “Capitol of the Midwest.” Based on Hart's 50 years of summer residence, it is a fascinating and beguiling excursion into the history and geography of this picturesque haven. Maps & color photos. 163 pages. Center for Amer Places. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2835975 THE NORTH CAROLINA CHAIN GANG: A Study of County Convict Road Building. By J.F. Steiner & R.M. Brown. First published in 1927 by the University of North Carolina, and reprinted in 1969, this volume comprises the research investigating Black crime in the state as a part of a larger study of the Black population in the South. Illus. 194 pages. Patterson Smith. $6.95

2785272 FLORIDA AT WAR: Forts and Battles. By Donald D. Spencer. Forts, military camps, and military battles have been part of Florida's history since the earliest times. Revisit 247 forts and relive the days when the state's waterways challenged the defensive capabilities of nations seeking to colonize it, including Spain, France, and England. 256 color illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95


★ 6978851 MURDER CAPITAL: Madison Wisconsin—The Mafia Under Siege. By Gavin Schmitt. Madison, Wisconsin has a reputation for being a safe community, perfect for raising a family. But turn back the clock to the “roaring twenties” and you’ll find a very different city! Explore the dangerous world of rumrunners, speakeasies, and makeshift stills. Photos. 223 pages. Barricade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 6575714 ROSE CITY VICE: Portland in the ’70s—Dirty Cops and Dirty Robbers. By Phil Stanford. This Northwest city was once overrun with corruption and foul play. Stanford reveals a city where the cops were putting drugs back on the street, maybe even committing murder. The city council was high on coke, and the mayor was carrying on a clandestine sexual relationship with a 13-year-old schoolgirl. It’s a 1970s Portland and blackmail is in the air. Photos. 98 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
**650454X** WHITE HOUSE CALL GIRL: The Real Watergate Story. By Phyl Sitton. This is the story of what we have all come to know so well. It is very much a scandal, and—with photos to prove it—is most certainly true. It is the tale of the woman who worked for the most famous call girl operation that led to the downfall of Richard Nixon himself. Photos. 192 pages. De Capo. Pub. at $19.95


**6874819** WHEN THE NEW DEAL CAME TO TOWN. By George Meleoan. In this personal and social history of the New Deal, the Wall Street Journal editor shares a hometown view of 1933 small-town Indiana as seen through his eyes, both as a little boy and as an expert economist. 240 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $25.00

**2806236** WHEN THE NEW DEAL CAME TO TOWN. By George Meleoan. In this personal and social history of the New Deal, the Wall Street Journal editor shares a hometown view of 1933 small-town Indiana as seen through his eyes, both as a little boy and as an expert economist. 240 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $16.00

**6872905** ON WINGS OF EAGLES. By Ken Follett. When two of his employees were held hostage in a heavily guarded prison fortress in Iran, one of them took matters into his own hands: businessman H. Ross Perot. His odyssey now comes forward after almost 55 years of silence and speaks about what truly took place inside the mosque at Bethesda Naval Hospital on a September night in 1980. 193 pages. Trine Day. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**2851245 AT THE COOL SHOULDER OF HISTORY. By James C. Jenkins with W.M. Law. Given an in-depth look at what happened in the aftermath of President John F. Kennedy’s assassination. One of the only private papers held by the President, JFK’s autopsy report is made available for the first time. Thoroughly researched and documented, this comprehensive history is a vivid account of the darker side of the United States—of the assassins, the killers, and the government’s attempts to cover-up that day. Photos. 452 pages. Lannoo. Pub. at $29.45

**2850190** WOR Working Toward Whiteness: How America’s Immigrants Became White. By David R. Roediger. The term “white” has a different meaning and connotation depending on how it is considered: white skin, white blood, or white purity. What is not generally considered white in this country today is often very similar to what was considered white skin or white blood a century ago. 341 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**2850481** SPIES IN CONGRESS: Inside the Democrats’ Covered-Up Cyber Scandal. By Frank Miniter. Following the digital tracks of a group of IT aides operating in the offices of more than 40 members of Congress, all Democrats, Miniter uncovers a surveillance operation worked by the U.S. government that would rather we didn’t know about. You’ll also learn why the Department of Justice covered up this scandal, and what we must do to keep our freedom in this digital world. 215 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00

**6781195** KENNEDY & OWNShaw: The Big Picture. By J.V. Baker & E. Schwartz. Unraveling the many strands of a well-hidden history, Baker and Schwartz make a stunning new argument for the motivation behind John F. Kennedy’s assassination. This study of Kennedy’s decision to initiate a critical element of the U.S.-Soviet arms race would rather we didn’t know about. You’ll also learn why the Department of Justice covered up this scandal, and what we must do to keep our freedom in this digital world. 215 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00

**6888518** WHO REALLY KILLED MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.? The Case Against Lyndon B. Johnson and J. Edgar Hoover. By Phillips E. Nelson. Exposes the tangled web of the Warren Commission and the overall conspiracy. The authors investigate a number of key suspects from the Warren Commission and conclude that there was a conspiracy to murder the civil rights leader. They also explore the role of Lyndon B. Johnson and J. Edgar Hoover in the assassination plot. 341 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6887787** THE LOG CABIN: An Illustrated History. By Andrej Hunko. The White House is not just a place, but a symbol of American democracy. It is famous for its beauty, its history, and its occupants. And no one is more famous than Abraham Lincoln. This book explores the life and legacy of this great American president. 341 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95
8215877 BLACK EEL SPEAKS. By John G. Neihardt. Black Elk met the distinguished poet, writer, and critic John G. Neihardt in 1930 on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and asked Neihardt to share his story with the world. Neihardt understood and captured Black Elk's story in a powerful and inspirational message for all humankind. Illus., some in color. 369 pages. $16.95

2589398 MEMORY AND IMAGINATION: Arts, Cultures, and Lives of Plains Indian People. By Emma I. Hansen et al. Over 300 photographs beautifully illustrate the story of the Native peoples of the American West. This publication includes the Arapaho, Cheyenne, Lakota, Shoshone, Blackfeet, Kiowa, Pawnee, and Crow tribes. Includes the many objects of their lives from traditional feather bonnets to war shirts, bear claw necklaces, pipe tomahawks, and rawhide quills, as well as archival photographs of historical events. 319 pages. UPAP. $40.00 $14.95


6895687 THE COMANCHE EMPIRE. By Peckha Hamilton. A sweeping, definitive history of the battles and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today. Dramatically written and packed with bloody events, Cozzens gives us the battle and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today.

2826179 THE EARTH IS WEEPING: The Epic Story of the Indian Wars for the American West. By Peter Cozzens. A sweeping, definitive history of the battles and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today. Dramatically written and packed with bloody events, Cozzens gives us the battle and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today.

6981305 BLACKFEET TALES OF GLACIER NATION. By George Beinhorn. Like the Blackfeet themselves, Beinhorn heard the stories directly from the Blackfeet and wrote them down. Collected here are these stories, 143 pages. Riverbend, Paperbound. $14.95

6981997 BLACKFEET TALES OF GLACIER NATIONAL PARK. By George Beinhorn. Like the Blackfeet themselves, Beinhorn heard the stories directly from the Blackfeet and wrote them down. Collected here are these stories, 226 pages. Riverbend, Paperbound. $19.95

3569999 BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE: The Illustrated Edition. By Dee Brown. In this 40th anniversary edition of one of the landmark books of the 20th century, more than 300 illustrations make the story even more vivid and compelling. Also included are new maps of battles, photos, essays collected from firsthand accounts and memoirs, and highly acclaimed books by noted American Indians and historians. Beautifully presented, it will be an important addition to any home library. 544 pages. Sterling, 9x14¼. Paperbound. $27.95

5583548 SEPARATE PEOPLES, ONE LAND: The Minds of Cherokees, Blacks, and Whites on the Tennessee Frontier. By Cynthia Culmer. Exploring the entwined oral groups interacting in a borderland setting, Culmer offers a broad, multiracial intellectual and cultural history of the Tennessee frontier in the Revolutionary and early national periods, leading up to the era of rapid social and Cherokee resettlement. 324 pages. UNCP. Paperbound. $65.00 $3.95

581345X ABSAROKA, HOME OF THE CROWS: A Military Wife’s Journal Relating Life on the Plains and Red Cloud’s War. By Margaret Carrington. Originally published in 1868. The historical account of Margaret Irving Carrington, wife to Colonel Henry B. Carrington of Fort Phil Kearny, captures the rollicking tensions that ultimately led to the worst and bloodiest Bluestone Wars between the Blackfeet and the government. Little Bighorn ten years later, 284 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $14.95

6999527 GATHERING TOGETHER: The Shawnee People Through Diaspora and Nationhood, 1600-1870. By Sami Lakoraki. Weaving Indian and Euro American histories together, Lakoraki places the Shawnee people firmly at the center of American history. Covering nearly three centuries, this study demonstrates how the interactions between Natives and newcomers transformed the political realities and ideas of both groups. Photos. 344 pages. University Press of Kansas. $34.95

2785862 THE CATHOLIC CALUMET: Colonial Conversions in French and Indian North America. By Tracy Neal Leavelle. Examines the interactions between Jesuits and Algonquian-speaking peoples like the Chipewyans, the Mandans in North Dakota, and the Illinois and Ottawas, in the eleventh and eighteenth centuries. 255 pages. UPAP. Paperbound. $24.95 $4.95

* 6698314 THE EARTH IS WEEPING: The Epic Story of the Indian Wars for the American West. By Peter Cozzens. A sweeping, definitive history of the battles and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today. Dramatically written and packed with bloody events, Cozzens gives us the battle and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today.

2826179 THE EARTH IS WEEPING: The Epic Story of the Indian Wars for the American West. By Peter Cozzens. A sweeping, definitive history of the battles and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today. Dramatically written and packed with bloody events, Cozzens gives us the battle and negotiations that destroyed the Indian way of life even as they paved the way for the emergence of the United States we know today.

9528771 BLACKHAWK, 1800-1876. By Allen C. Guelich. Black Hawk led the Sauk and Fox in the 1832 Blackhawk War against the U.S. government. This is the first full-length biography of the warrior. 447 pages. FSG. Paperbound. $17.00

2779847 ROCK ART: The Meanings and Myths Behind Ancient Ruins in the Southwest and Beyond. By Stewart M. Green. Explores the fascinating history of ancient human-made stone markings that have puzzled historians and hikers alike for centuries. Whether you’re fascinated by the wondrous ancient imagery imprinted on the landscapes or just curious about the markings, this guide is all you need to better understand this mysterious art form. Well illus., 190 pages. Falcon, Paperbound. $22.95

6986960 AUTUMN OF THE BLACK SNAKE: George Washington, Mad Anthony Wayne, and the Invasion That Opened the Ohio Valley. By William Hogeland. Reveals the story of the campaign and was himself in charge of the famous Chiricahua warrior and the men who finally led his surrender. Britton Davis, the famous Chiricahua warrior and the men who finally led his surrender. Britton Davis, the famous Chiricahua warrior and the men who finally led his surrender.

5838538 ARTS & CRAFTS OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES. By M.G. Johnson & B. Yenne. Examines in detail the material culture of Native Americans: how the early cultures evolved; the artifacts produced on the continent and the ways they were made; and the techniques of decoration and embellishment that utilized a variety of disparate nations’ commodities. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Firefly, 9x12. Paperbound. $14.95

2518659 GREAT PLAINS INDIANS. By David J. Wilshard. A compelling introduction to Indian life on the plains from 5000 years ago to the present. From a hunting and gathering lifestyle to first contact with Europeans, to land dispossession, to conflicts and much more, Wilshard takes a wide-angle look at one of the most significant and most misunderstood groups of people in the country. Illus., 147 pages. Bison, Paperbound. $12.95

5452339 MASTERS OF EMPIRE: Great Lakes Indians and the Making of America. By Stuart M. McConnell. Reveals the vital role played by the native peoples of the Great Lakes in the history of North America. McConnell shows how Europeans used the Native people as clients and allies in this history, and reminds us that it was the native peoples who possessed intricate and far-reaching networks of commerce and kinship. 402 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. $35.00

2518661 THE KILLING OF CHIEF CRAZY HORSE. Ed. by Robert A. Clark. This, in our examination, the Killing of Crazy Horse is viewed from three widely differing perspectives: that of Chief He Dog, the victim’s friend and companion; the guide and interpreter for Lieutenant William P. Clark; and that of Valentine McGillivray, the medical officer who attended Crazy Horse in his last hours. Illus. 103 pages. Bison, Paperbound. $24.95

2518669 OJIBWAY CEREMONIES. By Basil Johnston. A rare and fascinating glimpse of Ojibway culture before its disruption by the Europeans is provided in this fascinating examination, written by an Ojibway who was born on the Parry Island Indian Reserve. 188 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $16.95

2518672 OJIBWAY HERITAGE. By Basil Johnston. Includes the Ojibway’s ceremonies, rituals, songs, dances, prayers, and legends. Conveying the sense of wonder and mystery at the heart of the Ojibway experience. This volume introduces a deeply complex story, from the desert Southwest to the high Arctic, from first contact between Europeans and Native Americans to the challenges of Native leadership today. Shows the reader how and why the various cultures and traditions of the Ojibway people have survived.

More titles at erhbc.com/670
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70% OFF SELECT ITEMS * 
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK.COM/EDWARDRHAMILTONBOOKSELLER

Native Americans

6729029 OJIBWA: People of Forests and Prairies. By Michael G. Johnson. A long-overlooked and colorful reference that is both scholarly and accessible, and is an important record of the Ojibwa peoples’ essential resource for making a living and for ritual life. Packed with maps, most in color. 160 pages. Firefly. $35.95 Pb. $25.95
2816318 LAKOTA BELIEF AND RITUAL. By James R. Walker. The first of four volumes that presents the best and most important portions of the hundreds of pages of notes, interviews, texts, and studies that Dr. James Walker (1849-1926) amassed during his eighteen years at Pine Ridge Reservation. Illus., some in color. 329 pages. Bison. Paperbound.
2816316 THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION. By John C. Cremony. Offers a fresh and compelling narrative that is an important contribution to Indian ethnography and to the literature of the Lewis and Clark expedition. 510 pages. Bison. Paperbound.
2857596 THE WAY WE LIVED, 35TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: California Indian Stories, Songs & Reminiscences. Ed. by Malcolm Mangolin. A collection of personal histories, songs, chants, and stories that draw together generations of experience from throughout the state and across generations to reveal the continuous Native presence in what is now California. Illus. 248 pages.
2857464 THE OHLONE WAY: Indian Life in the San Francisco-Monterey Bay Area. By Malcolm Mangolin. This comprehensive view of the daily life and cultural traditions of the Ohlone people, with all the trappings and strengths of humanity, has been a personal history of the Ohlone. Illus. 192 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. $18.00 Pb. $12.95
2776685 GREAT SPEAKERS BY NATIVE AMERICANS. Ed. by Bob Blaisdell. 218 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 Pb. $3.95
30% OFF SELECT ITEMS *

American West & the Frontier

6725547 DODGE CITY: Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and the Wickedest Town in the American West. By Tom Clavin. Tells the true story of Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson and of their friendship, romances, gunfights, and adventures, along with a remarkable cast of characters they encountered along the way as they brought law and order to Dodge City. This thrilling true tale has gone largely untold until now. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 Pb. $18.95
1877232 THE ADVENTURES OF BIG-FOOT WALLACE: The Texas Ranger and Hunter. By R. D. Guiterrez. Follows the exploring of the American West by this Corps of Discovery with a daily narrative of their journey, from its starting point in Illinois in 1834 to the end in the Texas of September 1806. This accessible and fascinating chronicle depicts each riveting day of the Corps journey. Maps. 695 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Pb. $24.95

30% OFF SELECT ITEMS *
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**828561.** THE SECOND COMING OF THE KKK: The Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American Political Tradition. By Linda Gordon. Spreading in states primarily above the Mason-Dixon Line, a virulent but little known descendant of the relatively small Ku Klux Klan of the 1870s achieved mainstream support nationwide in the 1920s. The author meticulously chronicles how the group attracted an estimated four to six million members and maintained a toxic presence for 272 pages. Livergiant. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**287115.** TRUE SOUTH. By Jon Else. Honors how the eloquent, plain-spoken eyes, On the Prize, changed the way history is told, a thing remembered today; the way nonfiction film is made; and the way we think about the legacies of those eventful years. 16 pages. Paperback. Photos. 404 pages. History Publishing Co. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95


**Historic American Writings**

**2828536.** THE GREATEST SPEECH, EVER: The Remarkable Story of Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. By James L. Cotton Jr. Reveals the compelling story behind the 272 immortal words of the Gettysburg Address, which are unlike any otherPresidential. They are iconic words not only because they were exactly what America needed at that time, but they also came from the heart, the toil, the suffering and the hope of Lincoln’s human spirit. Illus. 480 pages. History Publishing Co. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $3.95

**6984926.** THE BILL OF RIGHTS: The Fight to Secure America’s Liberties. By Carol Berkin. The founders’ fight over the Bill of Rights comes alive in the stories of key participants, both black and white, and cunning manipulation. In telling its story, Berkin reveals the Bill as a brilliant political act executed by James Madison to preserve the Constitution, the federal government, and the latter’s authority over the states. 259 pages. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**2858657.** Rratification: The People Debate the Constitution, 1787-1788. By Pauline Maier. The author tells the dramatic story of the year struggle over ratification of the document that would become the legal bedrock of our nation. This account offers insights into a document whose meaning continues to be subject to interpretation is a revelation of the convictions and aspirations on which our country was built. 16 pages. 548 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

**9393658.** SELECTED WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE. Ed. by J. Shapiro & J.C. Calvert. Contains Paine’s Common Sense, Rights of Man, and selections from The Crisis, as well as several of his shorter essays. All the documents are directly transcribed from the originals and illuminate Paine’s place in the tumultuous decades surrounding the French Revolution. 676 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95


**2860787.** RFK: His Words for Our Times. Ed. by E.O. Guthman & C.R. Allen. Through RFK’s words as well as excerpts of his thirty-nine pamphlets charts the course of American Crisis, Rights of Man, and the closing act of one of modern America’s greatest leaders—during which Kennedy urgently sought to prepare both the country and the next leaders during which Eisner is urging them to act. 692 pages. Livergiant. Hardcover. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**671912X.** NO FEAR: The U.S. Constitution and Other Important American Documents. Presents you with the original texts of the Declaration of Independence and a summary that puts these documents into an easy to understand translation in modern text. 145 pages. SparkNotes. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**2871115.** SELECTED SPEECHES AND WRITINGS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by Gordon Hunt. Theodore Roosevelt was America’s most popular president and wrote with an incredible output of writing. Collected here in one volume are examples of Roosevelt’s voluminous writings over a dazzling array of topics. Roosevelt’s tales and achievements as a writer far beyond what we now expect of our public leaders. 365 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.55

**6724955.** WE ARE THE CHANGE WE SEEK: The Speeches of Barack Obama. Ed. by J. Dinmore & J. R. Reid. A collection of speeches that have been spoken during Obama’s first term as President. 2002 speech opposing the Iraq War and closing his farewell speech in Chicago in January 2017. As President, Obama’s words had the power to move the country and often the world. 336 pages. Bloombury Pub. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**6987591.** THE HAMILTON COLLECTION: The Wisdom and Writings of the Founding Father. Ed. by Dan Tucker. This curated collection of Hamilton’s writings, which includes personal and governmental letters as well as excerpts of The Federalist Papers and other published works, gives readers an intimate glimpse into the mind of our most misunderstood founding father. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

**6985416.** THOMAS PAINE: Collected Writings. Ed. by Eric Foner. Includes Common Sense, a pamphlet Paine wrote shortly after arriving in America and began a career that would see him prosecuted in England. Later works included are The American Crisis, Rights of Man, and The Age of Reason, along with scores of letters, articles, and pamphlets. Includes ribbon bookmarks. Illus. 320 pages. 906 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**6854109.** NORMAN MAILER: Collected Essays of the 1960s. Ed. by J. Michael Lovern. Over the course of a long career as varied, as controversial, as outsized as any in American literature, Mailer’s influence was never greater than in the 1960s. This volume brings together his best essays from the classic collections to form a kaleidoscopic portrait of the sixties as only Mailer could paint it. 513 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**6984746.** THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: Writings from the Pamphlet Debate, 1764-1776. Ed. by Gordon S. Wood. This landmark set of thirty-nine pamphlets charts the course of the debates that led to the independence of the American colonies. Writers include James Otis, Benjamin Franklin, John Dickinson, Samuel Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Joseph Galloway, and Thomas Paine. 1,889 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

**6912842.** JFK: A Vision for America in Words and Pictures. Ed. by S.K. Smith & D. Brinkley. We illustrate, some color. 496 pages. HarperCollins. 8 1/2x10.5. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**
6933904 DOUG SERPAS, DEMOCRACY’S DRIFT: Montesquieu, Rousseau, Toqueville: The Past and Future of Liberalism. By Paul A. Rahe. Drawing on the thinking of Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Toqueville, the author diagnoses the malady of today’s liberal democracy: drift, a condition that arises within a democracy when paternalistic state power expands and gradually undermines the spirit of self-government. Fearing for Toqueville, it has now become a reality. 374 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. $20.95.

6816223 THE END OF WHITE CHRISTIAN AMERICA. By Robert F. Jones. Drawing on findings from one of the largest troves of survey data on contemporary politics and culture, the author reveals how the most heated political controversies can be fully understood only in the context of the anxieties that white Christians feel as the cultural landscape has changed around them. 322 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00. $17.00.

6915115 WORLD OR ORDER. By Henry Kissinger. Drawing on his experience as one of the foremost statesmen of the modern era, Kissinger reveals his analysis of the ultimate challenge for the 21st century: how to build a shared international order in a world of divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict, proliferating technologies, and ideological extremism. 426 pages. Random. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95.

6897575 GAME OF THORNS: The Inside Story of Hillary Clinton’s Failed Campaign and Donald Trump’s Winning Strategy. By Doug WEAD. How did Hillary Clinton lose the 2016 US Presidential Election to Donald Trump? New York Times placed her odds of winning at 91 percent. Wead reveals how Trump was hitting a target no one else could see. He was connecting with long-forgotten Americans who didn’t even show up on the likely voter lists. While opponents saw a blowhard, millions of hopeful voters saw a leader. 403 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00. $14.95.

6764851 WHY THE RIGHT WENT WRONG: Conservatism from Goldwater to Trump and Beyond. By E.J. Dionne Jr. From the Barry Goldwater era through the Reagan Conservatism–from Goldwater to Trump and Beyond. Street. Pub. at $27.00. $16.95.


2807572 ONE NATION AFTER TRUMP: A Guide for the Perplexed, the Disillusioned, and the Hail-Yet-Depressed. By E.J. Dionne, Jr. Dionne explains Trump’s rise and the danger his administration poses to our free institutions and offers encouragement to Americans reeling from experiencing lifelong and engagement. Argues that our nation needs a unifying alternative to Trump’s brand of politics rooted in a New Economy, a New Patriotism, a New Civil Society, and a New Democracy. 344 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $8.95.

6850731 STATE AND Revolution. By Vladimir Lenin. In Lenin’s work, his business political ambition, namely his craving to acquire absolute power in Russia in order to instigate a worldwide revolution, becomes apparent. He argues that a clean sweep must be made of the existing political mechanism in order for the Communist party to take power. All that was new to be unrepresented. 128 pages. Gateway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95.

6910661 THE BLACK PRESIDENCY: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America. By Michael Eric Dyson. From an Oval Office interview granted to the author, President Obama’s own voice along with that of Eric Holder, Al Sharpton, and Andrew Young among others, adds unique depth to this illuminating tour of the nation’s first black presidency. 346 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95.


2813831 50 POLITICS CLASSICS. By Tom Butler-Bowdon. Gain the insights of great political philosophers and leaders. Explores the modern theory of power and democracy, spanning over 2,000 years. With insightful commentaries on the texts and biographies that have shaped history, it serves as an essential introduction to politics and political philosophy. 328 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95.

5992447 TRULY TOTALLY TRUMP: A Collection of Put-Downs, Insults & Unforgettable Utterances from a President Who Tells It Like It Is. By John Ford. A humorous look at the best of the best Trump quotes from America’s 44th president. From hilarious comebacks aimed at world leaders and celebrities to off the cuff retorts to the haters and losers, you’ll find the most memorable quips to have ever graced the Twittersphere. 156 pages. Captain Deerfoot. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95.

6949783 THUMP: The First Hundred Days. By Timothy Lim et al. Join Trump—an unabashed, unconventional, and utterly unstoppable bunny—as he campaigns through the US. A behind-the-scenes look at the competition and hopping straight into the White House. Fully illus. in color. Post Hill. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95.

6909337 BILLIONAIRE AT THE BARRICADES: The Populist Revolt & the Future of America. By K. Marx & F. Engels. The author gives readers a front row seat to the seminal moments of the populist revolution as she witnessed it. In a story of capitalism and its misunderstood movement and its connection to the Trump presidency. This is the inside story of Trump’s victory and the faithful struggle to erect his agenda. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $8.95.


6898017 HOW THE RIGHT LOST ITS MIND. By Charles J. Sykes. Presents an impassioned, regretful, and thoughtfull account of how the American conservative party came to embrace bigotry, political insinuigence, demagouery, and outright falsehood. He also issues his rallying cry for change, showing how conservative practitioners can be made persuasive and effective once again. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95.

6817610 THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO & SELECTED WRITINGS. By Karl Marx. Two hundred years after its publication, the Communist Manifesto capitalism are as sharp as ever and Marx’s brilliant, painstaking writings remain incredibly relevant. This collector’s edition contains the most salient extracts from his great works and includes gilt-edged pages and a silk bookmark. 346 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95.

2864258 THE BEST DEMOCRACY MONEY CAN BUY. By Greg Palast. Based on the author’s investigative reporting for Rolling Stone on how election fraud and vote theft, a shock, former reveals how 2016’s election could be decided by vote theft. Are you on the GDP’s secret list of over seven million voters marked for removal from the rolls? 254 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95.

6731341 OPTIMISM OVER DESPAIR: On Capitalism, Empire, and Social Change. By N. Chomsky & C.J. Polychroniou. In these wide-ranging interviews, Chomsky discusses his views on a number of critical topics to our volatile times: the “war on terror,” the rise of neoliberalism, the refugee crisis, prospects for peace in Israel/Palestine, the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement, the climate crisis; and more. 210 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

6992875 A LIVING SPIRIT OF REVOLT. The Infrapolitics of Anarchism. By Ziga Vodovnik. This groundbreaking and magisterial look at the history and future of the anarchist movement, Vodovnik argues that anarchism is not only the most relevant utopian change today—hed it may now be, for the first time in history, the only one left. 232 pages. PM Press. Pub. at $18.95. $4.95.

2860481 GASLIGHTING AMERICA: Why We Love It When it Happens to Us. By Amanda Carpenter. As a former communications staffer to Ted Cruz, Carpenter witnessed firsthand how her fellow Republicans fell in line behind Trump. As a political commentator, she was publicly smeared by one of her supporter’s without any supporting allegations. Here she gives both parties the information they need to counter President Trump’s most valuable weapon, 269 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95.


2812789 THE WORLD ACCORDING TO Xi: Everything You Need to Know About the New China. By Kerry Brown. China expert, Brown guides us through the world according to Xi: his plans to make China the most powerful country on earth and to eradicate poverty for its citizens. Brown reveals how to discover Xi’s beliefs, how he thinks about communism, and how far he is willing to go to defend it. 147 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95.
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**586198** STOP THE COMING CIVIL WAR: My Savage Truth. By Michael Savage. The radio talk show host makes a case for changing the current government as he lays bare the liberal left-wing policies that can no longer hold the people together. 386 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**589810** TRUMP’S WAR: His Battle for America. By Michael Savage. Savage provides a crucial look at the early direction of the Trump presidency. Facing relentless opposition from special interests, these people will not only have to overcome progressive ideologies, reconservative ventriloquist, and corporate interests but also a military industrial complex bent on permanent war. 280 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


**2864800** LOVE WINS: The Lovers and Lawyers Who Fought the Landmark Case for Marriage Equality. By D. Cenziper & J. Obergfell. A forceful, emotive narrative that chronicles how a man and his lawyer, against overwhelming odds, fulfilled a promise to a dying husband and helped bring about the most important gay rights case in U.S. history. Washington, D.C., is the unlikely capital of a struggle that will inspire readers for generations to come. 16 pages of color photos. 290 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**2854800** RETHINKING ANARCHY: Direct Action, Autonomy, Self-Management. By C. Illo. An introduction to, and an in-depth discussion of anarchism as political philosophy and political strategy, exploring the history of anarchism, while refusing to reject any of it outright. Colorful and fresh. 96 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**6194534** TRUMP FROM A TO Z. By H. D. Davis. Washington and the world are trying to figure out exactly who the “Art of the Deal” Trump is. This little guide has everything from A to Z, fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**6855075** WHY MARX WAS RIGHT. By Terry Eagleton. A celebrated political philosopher takes on the most familiar objections to Marxism, and no talking points. In 1967, this work reminds us that new preface by the author. As relevant today as it was in 1967, this book reminds us that all of us have a choice to speak the truth, even in desperate times. 143 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6860052** YUGOSLAVIA: Peace, War, and Dissolution. By Noam Chomsky. Provides a comprehensive survey of virtually all of Chomsky’s texts and public talks that focus on the region of the former Yugoslavia, from the 1970’s to the present. Presents a wealth of material, including 230 pages of original new material, and 250 pages of historical context. 384 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
WHISTLESTOP: My Favorite Stories from Presidential Campaign History. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first-floor hotel rooms, failures of will before the microphone, and the cross-country captivating of long-planning, famous and not, a ride through American campaign history with one of its most enthusiastic conductors pointing out the landmarks along the way. Photos. 439 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $30.95. Twelve. 12/17.


Trumponomics: Inside the America First Plan to Revive Our Economy. By A.B. Laffer. The authors offer a well-informed defense of the president’s approach to trade, taxes, employment, infrastructure, and other economic policies. They believe Trump can pull it off and that Trumponomics will usher in a new era of prosperity for all Americans. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. 1/19.

Why Is Northern Ireland Still Part of the United Kingdom? It is one of the key questions that have been the subject of much speculation and debate in recent years, and one that will continue to be a major focus of attention in the coming years. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the history, politics, and current situation in Northern Ireland, as well as an analysis of the various options for resolving the conflict. 227 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. 4/18.

The Five Presidents: The Truth Behind the Lies. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of the five presidents who have served in office since 2000, exploring their personal lives, professional careers, and legacies. 325 pages. Clarity. Pub. at $16.95. 3/12.

The Five Presidents: The Truth Behind the Lies. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of the five presidents who have served in office since 2000, exploring their personal lives, professional careers, and legacies. 325 pages. Clarity. Pub. at $16.95. 3/12.

What Happened. By Hillary Rodham Clinton. Clinton reveals what she was thinking and feeling during one of the most controversial and unpredictable presidential elections in history. Free from the constraints of running, she takes you inside her experience of an election marked by rage, sexism, exhilarating highs and devastating lows, stranger than fiction twists, Russian interference, and a opponent who broke all the rules. Her strong words of caution will resonate with anyone concerned about America’s political future and freedoms. 227 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $26.95. 10/18.

Fascism: Why Not Here? By Robert O. Gorter. The author argues that the world is not immune to the rise of fascism, and that the U.S. is not safe from its influence. 494 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00. 6/19.

Resisting the Illegitimate Authority. By Lee Bollinger. Bollinger argues that the United States is in danger of becoming a one-party state, and that the president’s actions are unconstitutional. 278 pages. W. W. Norton & Co. Pub. at $26.95. 11/18.


Whistlestop: My Favorite Stories from Presidential Campaign History. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first-floor hotel rooms, failures of will before the microphone, and the cross-country captivating of long-planning, famous and not, a ride through American campaign history with one of its most enthusiastic conductors pointing out the landmarks along the way. Photos. 439 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $30.95. Twelve. 12/17.


Why Is Northern Ireland Still Part of the United Kingdom? It is one of the key questions that have been the subject of much speculation and debate in recent years, and one that will continue to be a major focus of attention in the coming years. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the history, politics, and current situation in Northern Ireland, as well as an analysis of the various options for resolving the conflict. 227 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. 4/18.

The Five Presidents: The Truth Behind the Lies. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of the five presidents who have served in office since 2000, exploring their personal lives, professional careers, and legacies. 325 pages. Clarity. Pub. at $16.95. 3/12.

The Five Presidents: The Truth Behind the Lies. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of the five presidents who have served in office since 2000, exploring their personal lives, professional careers, and legacies. 325 pages. Clarity. Pub. at $16.95. 3/12.

What Happened. By Hillary Rodham Clinton. Clinton reveals what she was thinking and feeling during one of the most controversial and unpredictable presidential elections in history. Free from the constraints of running, she takes you inside her experience of an election marked by rage, sexism, exhilarating highs and devastating lows, stranger than fiction twists, Russian interference, and a opponent who broke all the rules. Her strong words of caution will resonate with anyone concerned about America’s political future and freedoms. 227 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $26.95. 10/18.

Fascism: Why Not Here? By Robert O. Gorter. The author argues that the world is not immune to the rise of fascism, and that the U.S. is not safe from its influence. 494 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00. 6/19.

Resisting the Illegitimate Authority. By Lee Bollinger. Bollinger argues that the United States is in danger of becoming a one-party state, and that the president’s actions are unconstitutional. 278 pages. W. W. Norton & Co. Pub. at $26.95. 11/18.


Whistlestop: My Favorite Stories from Presidential Campaign History. By John Dickerson. Tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first-floor hotel rooms, failures of will before the microphone, and the cross-country captivating of long-planning, famous and not, a ride through American campaign history with one of its most enthusiastic conductors pointing out the landmarks along the way. Photos. 439 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $30.95. Twelve. 12/17.
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817489 THE RISE OF ANDREW JACKSON: Myth, Manipulation, and the Making of Modern Political Identity by Jeanne T. Heidler. Chronicles the making of America’s first anti-establishment candidate. The authors take the reader from political rallies to the White House, from brothels to ballrooms, and from the backstreets of New York to the hallowed halls of Congress. Few Americans are aware of the millions of taxpayer dollars that are spent by bureaucrats on monuments, sculptures, buildings, plays and exhibitions—without public knowledge or involvement. Cole, the ex-chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts, exposes the unsupervised bureaucratic pork and offers suggestions for their elimination. Illus. 156 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $23.99

817921 VLADIMIR PUTIN: Life Coach by Rob Sears. You might not have an ironclad grip on the Kremlin or the Middle East, the Indian subcontinent, Africa, and the UK, but if you’re interested in understanding the USSR and its postwar leadership created strong security alliances, free and open markets, an unquestioned commitment to democracy and human rights. The authors argue that the world has absconded the specter of an America abandoning the world it made, and the consequences will be with us for years to come. 237 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $24.99

Sp008234 HACKS: The Inside Story of the Break-ins and Breakdowns in Trump Tower by Joseph离不开。 DRAWING FROM DONNA BRAZILE. A campaign thriller with vital lessons for anyone who cares about free and fair elections. Brazile writes about her tenure at the helm of the Democratic National Committee in 2016, with a party beset by infighting, scandal, and hubris, while reeling from a brazen attack by Russian hackers to influence the presidential election. 268 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $16.99

826990 STRANGENESS. Ed. by Vijay Prashad. Collects five essays by five accomplished writers who contest five worldviews, both in and out of print. - d2z0dpd9, Narendra Modi, Rodrigo Duterte, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, and Vladimir Putin. They are by partisan thinkers, magical writers—people who see not only the monsters but also the future beyond the ghouls. 104 pages. O Books. Pub. at $21.00

826967 THE EMPTY THRONE: America’s Abdication of Global Leadership. By J.M. Lindsay & I.H. Daiador. The whipping wind of US hegemony leaves the world vulnerable to enemies outside. America’s 20th-century postwar leadership created strong-security alliances, free and open markets, an unquestioned commitment to democracy and human rights. The authors argue that the world has absconded the specter of an America abandoning the world it made, and the consequences will be with us for years to come. 276 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.95


Sp000571 CONGO STORIES: Battling Five Centuries of Exploitation and Greed by J. Prendergast & F. Balibemba. Through photographs of Congolese daily life, profiles of heroic Congolese activists, and interviews with Congolese leaders and civilians in their own words, this book documents five centuries of exploitation and growing social movements, this volume provides windows into the people, the challenges, and the possibilities that are impacting the course of Congo’s destiny. 334 pages. Granville. Pub. at $28.00

828072 HOW TO GET RID OF A PRESIDENT: History’s Guide to Removing Unpopular, Unable, or Unfit Chief Executives by David Priess. Showcases the political dark arts in action, a stew of election dramas, national tragedies, and presidential scandals. Priess delves deeply into the history of the American presidency, the making of the liberal angel industry that has created systemic bias and subtle indoctrination to manipulate an unsuspecting public. 253 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $27.99

828038 AN UNCIVIL WAR: Taking Back Our Democracy in an Age of Trump and Thundertone Politics by Greg Sargent. The author sounds an urgent alert about the deeper roots of our democratic backsliding, arguing that the political system is on the brink of collapse. As this volume reveals, democracies share culpability for helping to accelerate this slide. This is a handbook for restoring fair play to our politics at a moment when the stakes could not be higher. 247 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $26.99

829987 DONALD DRAINS THE SWAMP! By Eric Metaxas, illus. by I. Raglin. The coven members need help! Their kingdom has fallen apart all around them, all because of the hapless swamp dweller named Trump. Will they, and the rest of the swamp, survive this very real moment. Fully illus. 59 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $19.99

687108 CRASHBACK: The Power Clash Between the U.S. and China in the Pacific. By Michael Fabey. It is a “war,” and each day, the heat between the combatants rises as the Chinese try to claim the South China Sea for their own, and the Americans, who prize freedom of navigation, insist on an open corridor. This volume explains the ultimate danger, that these two titans could be drawn into an all out war. Color photos. 305 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $3.95

687150 THE RISE OF AND REWRITE: The Gates Foundation and the Place of Philanthropy. By Linsey McGoey. Puts this new golden age of philanthropy under the microscope—paying particular attention to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and whether these charitable organizations replace governments as the providers of social welfare, their largesse begins suspect. 296 pages. Verso. Pub. at $24.95

689327 UNDERSTANDING TRUMP: By Newt Gingrich. Gingrich shares what he learned from more than two years helping Trump and his team throughout the campaign, the election, and during the first months of the presidency. He provides a unique insight into how the president’s past experiences shaped his approach and style of governing. Color photos. 343 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $15.99

681680 THE ROAD TO CAMELOT: Inside JFK’s Five-Year Campaign. By T. Ollphant & C. Wilkie. Provides a comprehensive account of the Kennedy campaign, from over 1,600 oral histories at the John F. Kennedy library and interviews of survivors and insiders including Ted Sorensen and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. The authors have been able to draw on a tough, shrewd political strategist who kept his eye on the prize. 16 pages of photos. 433 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.95

682739 THE LOCOMOTIVE OF WAR: Money, Empire, Power, and Guilt. By Peter Clarke. An innovative exploration of the origins, impact, and consequences of the First and Second World Wars. By examining and following the trajectories of some of the most crucial military leaders of our time, he shows how these leaders were enmeshed in many crucial issues of the period: leadership, military strategy, war finance, and the mobilization of the economy in democratic and totalitarian regimes. 418 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $16.99

675730 THE ESSENTIAL BERNIE SANDERS AND HIS VISION FOR AMERICA. By Jonathan Tasini. Drawing from Sanders’ speeches, statements, and interviews, blended with specific legislation he has championed, this work offers a look at Sanders’ policies and a vision for redefining the country. The book also includes a new foreword by Bernie Sanders that offers a snapshot of what has happened since the election. 400 pages. Plume. Pub. at $12.99

865842 THEゴールデンクライン: The Golden Crayon. By P. Schiffrin. A whimsical parable for the current political scene, complete with “truth” and works to destroy dissenting views and factions within a country. The Golden Crayon is a symbol that needs to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate, factional, and seemingly unending conflict in South Asia. Photos. 757 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $21.95

691462 THE IMPOSSIBLE PRESIDENCY: The Rise and Fall of America’s Highest Office. By Jeremi Suri. Suri traces our disenchantment with recent presidents to the current mismatch between presidential promises and the limitations of the office itself. He shows how disillusion with both presidential history, it is essential reading for anyone trying to understand America’s ineffectual government. 344 pages. Basic. PRICE CUT to $17.95

704971 THE RISE OF THE ALT-RIGHT. By Thomas J. Mann. What is the Alt-Right and what effect is it having on American politics today? The author addresses these and related questions through careful research and analysis of recent interviews with an Alt-Right thought leaders and a unique analysis of traffic to online political magazines. 303 pages. Brookings Institution. PRICE CUT to $13.95

681895 SUICIDE OF THE WEST: How the Revival of Tribalism, Populism, Nationalism, and Identity Politics Is Destroying American Democracy. By Jonah Goldberg. At a moment when authoritarianism, tribalism, ideology, and culture of personality are rotting our democracy from within, the author exposes the West’s suicidal tendencies. That America and other democracies are in peril because they have lost the will to defend the values and institutions that have kept America free for 243 years. 453 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

680773 THE GREAT REVOLT: Inside the Populist Coalition Rerademocratizing American Politics. By S. Zito & B. Dubel. Delves deep into the minds of the voters who make up the new populist conservative coalition that brought Trump and Republican majority into office. The authors reveal that the pivotal voters who unexpectedly turned the 2016 election had been hiding in plain sight, ignored by both parties, the media, and the political elites. 310 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

685321 DONALD AND THE GOLDEN CRAYON. By P. Schiffrin. A whimsical retelling of the children’s classic Harold and the Purple Crayon, starring none other than the United States President. Donald Trump. Follow his journey as he builds a tremendous wall, draws nuclear buttons that are huge, and creates TVs that don’t show fake news! Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. Pub. at $8.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

681462 DIRECTORATE S: The CIA and America’s Secret Wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan. By Steve Coll. With unsurpassed expertise, original research, and attention to detail, he is the definitive and authoritative history of the agency, which has often been to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate, factional, and seemingly unending conflict in South Asia. Photos. 757 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $21.95
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Agencies Are Destroying Democracy.

What We Needed. The global economy had been in steep decline, and yet it seemed that the American political system was paralyzed. The government had been unable to provide meaningful leadership in the face of this crisis. In this book, we demonstrate that the American political system is in crisis, and that the American political system is in crisis because it has been destroyed by the agencies of the government.

Hoover's Secret FBI. The FBI has been a powerful tool in the fight against terrorism. However, the FBI has also been a tool of the government. The FBI has been used to suppress political dissent, and to create a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the FBI has been a tool of the government, and that the FBI has been used to suppress political dissent.

Presidency. The presidency is the most powerful office in the United States. However, the presidency has been used to suppress political dissent, and to create a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the presidency has been used to suppress political dissent, and that the presidency has been used to create a climate of fear.

Crown. The president has been a figure of leadership, but he has also been a figure of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the president has been a figure of leadership, and that the president has been a figure of fear.

Imperial World. The United States has been a world power since the end of World War II. However, the United States has been a world power because it has suppressed political dissent, and has created a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the United States has been a world power because it has suppressed political dissent, and that it has created a climate of fear.

America, and Truth Itself. The American political system is in crisis, and it is in crisis because it has been destroyed by the agencies of the government. In this book, we demonstrate that the American political system is in crisis, and that it is in crisis because it has been destroyed by the agencies of the government.

Heart of the White House. The president has been a figure of leadership, but he has also been a figure of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the president has been a figure of leadership, and that the president has been a figure of fear.

THE BURGLARY: The Discovery of J. Edgar Hoover's Secret FBI. The FBI has been a powerful tool in the fight against terrorism. However, the FBI has also been a tool of the government. The FBI has been used to suppress political dissent, and to create a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the FBI has been a tool of the government, and that the FBI has been used to suppress political dissent.

THE REPUBLICAN WORKERS PARTY: How the Republican Workers Party was created, and how it fought for a Lasting GOP Majority. The Republican Workers Party was created in order to fight for a Lasting GOP Majority. The party was created in order to fight for a Lasting GOP Majority, and it was created in order to fight for a Lasting GOP Majority.

THE BRIEFING: Politics, the Press, and the President. By John Solomon. The fascinating story of the press and the president. The press and the president have a complex relationship. The press is a powerful tool in the fight against corruption, but it is also a tool of the government. The press has been used to suppress political dissent, and to create a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the press has been used to suppress political dissent, and that it has created a climate of fear.

THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO. The Communist Manifesto is a work of philosophy, but it is also a work of politics. The Communist Manifesto is a work of philosophy, but it is also a work of politics.


THE BRIEFING: Politics, the Press, and the President. The fascinating story of the press and the president. The press and the president have a complex relationship. The press is a powerful tool in the fight against corruption, but it is also a tool of the government. The press has been used to suppress political dissent, and to create a climate of fear. In this book, we demonstrate that the press has been used to suppress political dissent, and that it has created a climate of fear.


6879403 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE PRESIDENTS, PART 1: From Washington to Ford, by Larry Schweikart. Provides an unvarnished, unapologetic overview of the topics every American needs to know. For instance, did you know that the 17th-century presidents didn’t argue over big versus small government because they all took it for granted that the government should do only what the Constitution authorized? 310 pages. Regennial. Paperbound. $21.99 $9.95

6864076 ADMIRAL CLEMENS: JFK, the Vietnam War, and US Political Culture, by Noam Chomsky. In a potent act of myth busting, Chomsky draws controversial parallels between the presidencies of JFK and Ronald Reagan. For anyone believing that changing the world is simply a question of changing its leaders this volume will both as a bitter pill and a powerful stimulus to action. 208 pages. Pluto. $12.95


6898179 AN ARGUMENT OPEN TO ALL: Reading The Federalist in the 21st Century, by Sanford Levinson. Professor Levinson takes a novel approach to what is perhaps America’s most famous political tract. Rather than concern himself with the authors as historical figures, he examines each essay for the political wisdom it can offer us today. 350 pages. Yale. Pub. at $38.00 $6.95


6850695 THE YEAR OF INDECISION: 1848: A Through the Crucible of Harry Truman’s America, by Kenneth Weisbrod. In 1946, America had just exited the biggest war in modern history and was about to enter another of a different stripe. At that time America learned to act like a world power, it tried and succeeded only partially to master its new world role. 358 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

6841099 WHY LIBERALS WIN THE CULTURE WARS (EVEN WHEN THEY LOSE ELECTIONS), by Stephen Prothero. Reveals that the culture wars are not a modern phenomenon. The author shows how the current political struggle over abortion is simply the latest in a long line of battles over religious policy. 326 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

6862387 A LESS PERFECT UNION: The Civil War and the Radical Reconstruction, by Adam Freedman. Provides a history of states’ rights, from the Constitutional Convention through the Civil War and the New Deal to today. Freedman reveals how the Founders fought to keep power in the hands of the states, as against a strong national government. He is the first to demonstrate how some states used a weapon against slavery, and the federal government’s abandonment of all constitutional limitations on the scope of its power. 538 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

682499X DEAD PRESIDENTS: An American Adventure into the Strange Deaths and Surprising Afterlives of Our Nation’s Leaders, by Barry Cavendish. As Carter sees it, the dead presidents tell us a great deal about ourselves, our history, and how we imagine our past and future. With an infectious passion for history and an eye for the morbidly macabre, Carter shows that we pay far more attention to our presidents than they paid to themselves. Photos. 324 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

2823574 THE RUNNER-UP PRESIDENCY, by Larry Schweikart. We’ve had a succession of runner-up presidencies for two centuries, and Westover shows how all too often, the electoral system skews our faith in American democracy into a cynical and unfair game. With a clear and numerical analysis, he explains how the quirks of our electoral system played out in America’s six strangest elections. 216 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2858298 WHEN THE CENTER HELD: Gerald Ford and the Rescue of the American Presidency, by Donald Rumsfeld. A revealing political memoir about one of the country’s most divisive times, revealing Ford as an honest, compassionate, intelligent, morally sound leader whom the country desperately needed to guide it through tumultuous times. America’s “long national nightmare” was indeed over, thanks in no small measure to the man at the center. 16 pages of photos. $31.95 $20.95


6766057 PRESIDENTIAL SCANDALS: The False Promise of a New Age, by Adam Freedman. Provides a history of the top topics every American needs to know. For instance, did you know that the falsity of American Exceptionalism. An epilogue deals with the Bush-Cheney, Obama, and Trump administrations. 409 pages. Clarity. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

2820191 HOW A KENNEDY INSIDER HELPED DEFINE JOHNSON’S PRESIDENCY, by Helen O’Donnell. Kennedy’s chief of staff, was a prolific diarist and note-taker. Before his daughter Lee was a respected historian and journalist, takes her father’s journals and fills in the gaps to create an unprecedented inside look at the early days of President Johnson’s administration. Photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6794815 HOW DEMOCRACIES DIE, by S. Levitsky & Daniel Ziblatt. Drawing on decades of research and a wide range of historical and global examples from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela and to the American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt argue for a diagnosis of what they call “democratic exceptionalism,” the belief that the U.S. is not like other democracies. Photos. 312 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

6916996 THE PRICE OF GREATNESS: Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and the Creation of American Oligarchy, by Jay Cost. The authors show that Hamilton and Madison were each right in their arguments on the meaning of the Constitution. In this brilliantly original account of the nation’s birth, Cost reveals the fundamental flaws of the Framers’ vision that has saved the United States the richest country in human history and continues to fracture our politics this day. 235 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6982868 DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, by Alexis de Tocqueville. Republication of the work first published in 1869. In this classic study Tocqueville examines why republican democracy succeeded in America and failed in Europe, demonstrating that the illusion is derived from the state of equality established by early Puritan settlers through the American Revolution and adoption of the Constitution. 494 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

281224X IMPEACHMENT: An American History, by Jeffrey A. Engel et al. Four experts on the American presidency review the constitutional origins of impeachment and the three actual cases from history—against Andrew Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Bill Clinton—and explore its power and meaning today. 270 pages. Modern Library. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

2836508 WINTER WAR: Hoover, Roosevelt, and the First Clash over the New Deal, by Eric Rauchway. The author shows how the transition from Hoover to FDR succeeded in creating one of the most acrimonious and consequential in American history. The two men had different approaches on how to recover from the economic collapse and the Great Depression. This volume offers insight into how Roosevelt leaders an intimate portrait of political infighting at the highest levels. 294 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

2777066 THE FIELD OF BLOOD: Violence in Congress and the Road to Civil War, by Joanne B. Freeman. Offers a new and dramatically rendered portrait of American politics in its rowdiest years. The author shows that today’s hyperpartisan environment cannot compare with the turbulent atmosphere of decades before the Civil War. Congress itself was rife with conflict. Illus. 450 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

6953069 THE ROAD TO UNFREEDOM: Russia, Europe, America, by Timothy Snyder. Goes beyond the headlines to expose the truth about Russian history and its impact on democracy and law. By revealing the stark choices before us, between equality and oligarchy, individuality and totality, truth and falsehood, the author restores the ethical context that is the basis of our way of life, offering a way forward in a time of terrible uncertainty. 360 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

2820191 HOW A KENNEDY INSIDER HELPED DEFINE JOHNSON’S PRESIDENCY, by Helen O’Donnell. Kennedy’s chief of staff, was a prolific diarist and note-taker. Before his daughter Lee was a respected historian and journalist, takes her father’s journals and fills in the gaps to create an unprecedented inside look at the early days of President Johnson’s administration. Photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6794815 HOW DEMOCRACIES DIE, by S. Levitsky & Daniel Ziblatt. Drawing on decades of research and a wide range of historical and global examples from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela and to the American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt argue for a diagnosis of what they call “democratic exceptionalism,” the belief that the U.S. is not like other democracies. Photos. 312 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

6916996 THE PRICE OF GREATNESS: Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and the Creation of American Oligarchy, by Jay Cost. The authors show that Hamilton and Madison were each right in their arguments on the meaning of the Constitution. In this brilliantly original account of the nation’s birth, Cost reveals the fundamental flaws of the Framers’ vision that has saved the United States the richest country in human history and continues to fracture our politics this day. 235 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6982868 DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, by Alexis de Tocqueville. Republication of the work first published in 1869. In this classic study Tocqueville examines why republican democracy succeeded in America and failed in Europe, demonstrating that the illusion is derived from the state of equality established by early Puritan settlers through the American Revolution and adoption of the Constitution. 494 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/670
281078 THE NETWORK: The Battle for the Airwaves and the Birth of Commercial Radio. By Evelyn M. Oldfield. Recounts one of the greatest business heists in American history, the massive rip off of the airwaves, as it played out in a compelling drama between technology's inventor, Edwin Armstrong, its primary purveyor, David Sarnoff, the head of RCA and NBC, and corrupt regulators across the country. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

679026 BETWEEN THE WARS, 1918-1939. By Philip Ziegler. Ziegler examines the major international turning points, cultural and social as well as political and military, that led the world from one war to another. Fascinating and significant events described help lay the groundwork for our modern global identity. Photos. 260 pages. MacLehose Press. $6.95

★ 2789992 HISTORY’S GREATEST LIES: The Startling Truth Behind World Events Our History Books Got Wrong. By William Weir. Taking on the most common myths that our school textbooks hardly indulge, Weir not only uncovers some startling truths, but he also exposes the reasoning behind each lie and shows how this pernicious deception keeps circulating. Weir wasn’t taught in school with this history class: he kept studying, many in color. 288 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

677190 BOOKS ON FIRE: The Destruction of Libraries Throughout History. By Lucien X. Polastron. Hebrew, Hindu, and Islamic traditions share the belief of a vast library existing before the creation of the world. Yet almost as old as the idea of the library is the urge to destroy it. Polastron traces the history of perpetual destruction from burning the great library of Alexandria to those witnessed by Nazi-occupied Europe. 371 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

2823667 THE INTERNATIONALISTS: How a Radical Plan to Outlaw War Remade the World. By O. A. Hallway & S.J. Shapiro. This bold and provocative history reveals the signing of the Treaty of Peace Pact, an overlooked 1920 treaty to outlaw war, as one of the most transformative events in modern history. Accessible and gripping, it’s a paradigm-shifting look at how one moment ushered in a sustained peace that lasted for more than a day, 24 pages of photos, same color. 581 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95


2780437 THE AWFUL END OF PRINCE WILLIAM THE SILENT: The First Assassination of a Head of State with a Halberd. By Leona Cardine. The author describes how the shooing of Prince William of Orange, by a French Catholic in 1584, had a profound effect on the course of human history. For the first time, a new threat to the safety of world leaders and the security of nations: a pistol that could easily be concealed on one’s person and employed to lethal effect. 176 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6900257 STONEWALL: Jewelry, Obsession, and the Demise of the Swallow World. By Lisa Blumenfeld. From one of the world’s great jewelry designers, and how their glittering surfaces, jewels have a singular power to reflect our desires back to us and show us who we really are. Color photos. 356 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6764215 PRINTER’S ERROR: Irrelevant Stories from Book History. By J.P. and Rebecca Roman. Welcome to the tour of the history of the book—a saga full of strange people and goings-on. Illustrators talking to ghosts, maps bringing countries to their knees; Shakespeare's actors; and many more absurd episodes in the history of print are collected here. Illus. 353 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

5814293 GATEWAY TO THE NORTH: Jamestown and the Birth of Virginia. By Carroll Engelhard. Chronicles the story of Fargo and Moorhead’s growth after the Northern Pacific Railroad and its links across the Red River of the North. Engelhard reveals how the small cities of the plains have made their mark on the country as well as on the reality—and the myth—of the American West. Well over 360 pages. Uma. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

282370 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG HISTORY: The Story of the Universe, Human Civilization, and Everything in Between. By I. Crofton & J. Black. Breaks down the most important themes of scientific and world history into highly informative and accessible parts for all readers to enjoy. By giving a complete and compelling narrative of world events, if only we could remember, and makes us think of our history, and our future, in a new and exciting way. Illus. $26.95

CO 6834027 ONCE IN A GREAT CITY: A Detroit Story. By David Mammas. Read by the author. It’s 1963 and Detroit can no longer avoid the cracks in the world, but as Mammas shows, the shadows of collapse were evident even then. Before the devastating riot. Before the destruction of the city’s center. Before the neighborhoods were decimated and before people trottled out the grab bag of rust belt intimacies. Over 13 hours on eleven CDs. S&S. Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

683446X ONCE IN A GREAT CITY: A Detroit Story. By David Mammas. It’s ’63 and Detroit stood on top of the world but as Mammas shows, the shadows of collapse were evident even then. Before the devastating riot. Before the decades of civic corruption and neglect. And before people trottled out the grab bag of rust belt intimacies. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

688024X ONCE IN A GREAT CITY: A Detroit Story. By David Mammas. It’s ’63 and Detroit stood on top of the world but as Mammas shows, the shadows of collapse were evident even then. Before the devastating riot. Before the decades of civic corruption and neglect. And before people trottled out the grab bag of rust belt intimacies. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 683024X RED: A History of the Redhead. By Larry Collins Harvey. Breaking new ground and dispelling myths, this volume reinforces the special nature of being a redhead by examining the history of red hair across multiple disciplines including, politics, art, religion, feminism and sexuality, literature, and art. 16 pages of color illus. 230 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

690034X THE OTHER PARIS. By Jacky Colliss Harvey. The story of the passengers of the Mayflower’s first tracks across the Red River of the North. Before the devastating riot. Before the decades of civic corruption and neglect. And before people trottled out the grab bag of rust belt intimacies. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


★ 6890867 ST. PETERSBURG: Madness, Murder, and Art on the Banks of the Neva. By Jonathan Miles. This city in its successive incarnations—St. Petersburg, Petrograd, Leningrad—has once again at its center. St. Petersburg—has been a place of perpetual contradiction. So much of Russia’s unique glory was created here, its literature, music, dance and for a time its political life. Yet for all its glittering tralas past, St. Petersburg’s modern character has been spoilt on its snow filled streets. Photos, some in color. 592 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 2820233 MAROONED: Jamestown, Shipwreck, and a New History of America’s Origin. By Joseph Kelly. Kelly beautifully and colorfully weaves the history of a group of individuals, fully ear of marooned, cut loose from civilization, and cast into the wilderness. Re-examines the history of Jamestown and comes to a radically different American interpretation of the first Virginians. 500 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95
of liberals, and a perceived betrayal by the federal government, all discovers eclipse economic decline, a deep resentment of the scorn
The author journeys into conservative Louisiana bayou country on a
dissolution of its traditions of politics and governance. 314 pages.

6796419

2858460 THE AGE OF GENIUS: The Seventeenth Century & the Birth of the Modern Mind, By A.C. Grayling. The seventeen century was a period of progress and discovery that witnessed the greatest ever change in the mental outlook of humanity. This title is an insightful examination of the struggles, turmoil and developments of the Eighteenth century that were fundamental in creating the world we know today. Photos, most in color. 352 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95


2882574 FOOD FIGHT: GMOs and the Future of the American Diet. By McKay Jenkins. An investigative reporter who is working to engineer new crops that could provide nutrients in the developing world, to Hawaiian papaya farmers who credit GMOs with saving the industry, to local farmers in New Zealand who are redefining sustainability. Jenkins offers a nuanced and objective look at the state of our food system in this provocative 322 pages. Avery. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

6965185 THE PUTIN INTERVIEWS. By Eric Bolling. Eric Bolling Stone was able to secure interviews with journalists, writers, activists, and even world leaders. They have compiled this book of extended, unprecedented access to Russian President Vladimir Putin and explore how Putin’s Russia’s relations with the U.S., allegations of interference in the U.S. election and much more. 277 pages. Hot Books. Paperbound. $18.95

2845858 THE CRISIS OF THE MIDDLE-CLASS CONSTITUTION. By Ganesh Sitaraman. A tour de force of history, philosophy, law, and politics. Sitaraman makes a compelling case that inequality is more than just a moral or economic problem; it threatens the very core of our constitutional system. He argues that a strong and sizable middle class is a prerequisite for America’s constitutional future. Formillions of pages. 424 pages. Knopf. $34.95

6742858 OLD SCHOOL: Life in the Sane Middle Class. By Bill O’Reilly & B. Weinstein. It comes to the way you view the world, there are two teams, Old School vs. Snowflake. If you show up on social media for something to get outraged about so you can fire off a tweet defending your precious sensibilities, you’re a Snowflake. These basic attitudes inform everything from culture to politics. Photos. 178 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

6906613 THE BLACK PRESIDENCY: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America. By Marc Lynch. How the political landscape of an entire region has been constructed by secret debates over the use of proxy wars on behalf of three competing powers, Iran, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia, scar the region. It is a brutal, compelling story. 284 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
ERASING AMERICA: Losing Our Future by Destroying Our Past. By James S. Robbins. Americans are the custodians of a magnificent legacy of ordered liberty, but to pass it on to our children, we must view the past with understanding, the present with self-restraint, and the future with hope. This text is a call to just do that—and a warning of what will happen if we don’t. Color photos. 344 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

THE CASE FOR IMPEACHING TRUMP. By Elizabeth Holtzman. Holtzman establishes the requirements for impeachment as set out by the Constitution and proves that President Donald Trump has already violated them. The former Congresswoman makes the definitive, constitutional case that Trump can be impeached, and the process should start now. 160 pages. Holt. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

AL-AMERICA: The Rise of the Radical Right in the Age of Trump. By David Neiwert. The author provides a deeply researched and authoritative report on the growth of fascism and far right terrorism in the United States. Including the most in-depth, this is a crucial account about one of the most disturbing aspects of American society. 456 pages. Verso. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


TIPS: The People and Forces Behind America’s Fifty-Year Fall—and Those Fighting to Reverse It. By Steven Brill. An award-winning journalist and best-selling author, the author uncovers the story of the unlikely people and forces that drove America down by using, and abusing, core American values like meritocracy, the First Amendment, technological and financial innovation, due process, and even democracy itself. 441 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

SCHOOLS FOR SCANDAL. By John K. King & David Weisberg. A former Secret Service officer and national security expert, this book offers a deep dive into the neuroscience of how the rise of cyber weapons transformed geopolitics. Cyber is now the weapon of choice for democracies, dictators, and terrorists. It is a story of political extremism, racial division and increasingly perverse beliefs. 380 pages. PUB. at $16.95 $13.95

THE PERFECT WEAPON: War, Sabotage, and Fear in the Cyber Age. By Daniel E. Sanger. The starting inside story of how the rise of cyberweapons transformed geopolitics. Cyber is now the weapon of choice for democracies, dictators, and terrorists. This narrative, which chronicles how real and small powers alike slipped into an new era of sabotage, misinformation, and fear, in which everyone is a target. 357 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

THE DOOMSDAY MACHINE: Confronting the Nuclear War Threat. By Daniel Ellsberg. For the first time, a former high-level defense analyst reveals his shocking firsthand account of America’s nuclear prospects. Ellsberg shows how the legacy of this most dangerous nuclear buildup in the history of civilization threatens our very survival. 420 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

HOW TO END THE COVID EPIDEMIC. By J.B. Handley. This stunning report presents emerging scientific evidence linking vaccines to immune activation events in the brain. In doing so, Handley delivers an unsurpassed, timely indispensable guide to the foundations of public health to establishment and a direct challenge for the CDC to respond with real information and real studies into the cause of autism. 268 pages. Chelsea

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
**2860023 KATRINA: After the Flood.** By Gary Rivlin. Rivlin exposes the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in 2005: four out of every five houses were flooded, schools and businesses were wrecked, the infrastructure—water, sewage, electricity, transportation—was shattered, and an economic gem was destroyed. He discusses what it will take for this city to heal.

**6858554 SOUTHERN STORM: The Tragedy of Flight 242.** By Samme Chittum. The gripping true tale of a devastating plane crash that shattered, and altered the lives of the innocent people. Chittum offers why so many intelligent people came to believe that Koresh was divinely inspired. He’ll meet the women, and children of Mount Carmel and get the inside story of life in the community from this survivor. Photos. 379 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. At $16.99

**687509 WACO, REVISED EDITION: A Survivor’s Story.** By David Thibodeau et al. In this compelling account, Thibodeau explores...
CRIMES, CONSPIRACIES & MYSTERIES

6880185 INCIENDIARY: The Psychiatrist, the Mad Bomber, and the Invention of Criminal Profiling. By Michael Critical. A serial bomber brought terror to the streets of New York in the 1950s. The race to catch him would give birth to a new science called criminal profiling. This is the riveting story of three men who hatched a brilliant scheme to capture a monster, and of their enduring impact on the future of law enforcement. Photos. 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

6752112 LAST DON STANDING: The Secret Life of Mob Boss Ralph Natale. By L. McShane & D. Pearson. Ralph Natale’s historic and deadly reign atop the Philadelphia and New Jersey underworlds brought the region’s Mafia back to its roots. Now the last remaining don faces his end at the hands of the feds. $3.95

6596561 SOLVING STONEHENGE: The New Key to an Ancient Enigma. By Anthony Johnson. In this astonishing book, the author reveals that the clues to the enigma at Stonehenge lie not in the surrounding landscape, as modern archaeological enquiry would have us believe, but within the stones themselves, 150 illus., 45 in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

2820252 LOVE ME OR I’LL KILL YOU. By Lee Butcher. Tells the extraordinary story of the “Tulsa Tornado,” a beauty queen who, after robbing a bank and killing a policeman, figured the only way out was suicide, but only one would live. Photos. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback at $6.99 $3.95

2801781 BLUE ON BLUE: An Insider’s Story of Good Cops Catching Bad Cops. By Mark Campisi with Dillrow. This absorbing account uncovers the inner workings of the world’s largest police force, showing the agony that every cop suffers when he fires his gun, and spotlighting a harrowing series of investigations that tested NYPD’s internal discipline and forced officers to go undercover against cops who were themselves undercover. 348 pages. Scribner. Paperback at $17.00 $4.95

6843289 BLUE ON BLUE: An Insider’s Story of Good Cops Catching Bad Cops. By Mark Campisi with Dillrow. This absorbing account uncovers the inner workings of the world’s largest police force, showing the agony that every cop suffers when he fires his gun, and spotlighting a harrowing series of investigations that tested NYPD’s internal discipline and forced officers to go undercover against cops who were themselves undercover. 348 pages. Scribner. Paperback at $17.00 $4.95

6825599 KITTY GENOVESE: The Murder, the Bystanders, the Crime That Changed America. By Gabriel Carbonaro, a contemporary American teen who, after robbing a bank and killing a policeman, figured the only way out was suicide, but only one would live. Photos. 348 pages. Scribner. Paperback at $26.00 $6.95

6709826 TELL BOYS: Two Americans and Mexico’s Most Dangerous Drug Cartel. By Dan Slater. Takes readers on a harrowing journey into the heart of the Mexican drug trade to recount the unforgettable odyssey of Gabriel Cardena, a young American teen who became a pawn for the cartels. On the boy’s heels is detective Robert Garcia, discovering the dark new realities of a seemingly unimaginable drug war. 342 pages. S&C. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

6919863 STRANGE CRIME. By the eds. of Portable Press. Investigate the seedy underbelly of society, with the most outrageous, ambitious, fast, and sometimes downright idiotic crimes in the world of crime. Some of the subject matter is dark, disturbing, and conflated, but too all the lights, for a deep dive into the shady world of crime. 416 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


6695744 DANGEROUS GROUND: My Battle Against the Hells Angels. By W. Ronald Kent. In September 2011, Phelps made a bold decision to make a convicted serial killer his consultant for the TV series Dark Minds. Under the code name “Raven,” the quintessential psychopath, Phelps soon realized that the mind of the unique serial killers of other killers. Here, for the first time, Phelps reveals Raven’s true identity, delivering the story of one of the most disturbed minds in America. 16 pages of photos. 416 pages. Scribner. Paperback at $7.99 $5.95

6776187 DANGEROUS GROUND: My Friendship with a Serial Killer. By M. William Phelps. In September 2011, Phelps made a bold decision to make a convicted serial killer his consultant for the TV series Dark Minds. Under the code name “Raven,” the murderer helped analyze the minds and crimes of other killers. Here, for the first time, Phelps reveals Raven’s true identity, delivering the story of one of the most disturbed minds in America. 16 pages of photos. 353 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

6958415 THE EDUCATION OF A CORONER: Lessons in Investigating Death. By John J. Conlin. The story of John Conlin, the Marin County Coroner’s Office for thirty-six years, starting as a death investigator and ending as the three-term elected coroner. Go on a behind-the-scenes tour of how the art of hair raising and how to be the best in the world, with the support of judges and politicians. 304 pages. New Press. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

6921429 TAKEDOWN: A Small-Town Cop’s Battle Against the Hell’s Angels and the National Ramp. By Jeff Bork et al. Veteran undercover cop Jeff Bork uncovered a complex chain linking the Hell’s Angels to the Russian mob in a plot to use Indian tribal land to smuggle heroin. Joe Bork spent years making his case against a serpentine criminal enterprise that had every reason to kill him. Photos. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

5959790 THE INNOCENT MURDERS: A True Story of a Boy and His Dog. By John Grisham. In 1982, a young waitress was savagely murdered in Ada, Oklahoma. On the fringes of evidence, Ron Williamson, a washed-up small-town sports hero, was the prime suspect. Despite the fact that he was innocent, he would be convicted because of the boastful evidence: the boy who killed a kid who killed a kid. Photos. 348 pages. Delil. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

2870169 CHOKER: Policing Black Men. By Paul Butler. The author frankly addresses the fact that cops, politicians, and ordinary people are afraid of black men. The result is the Chokehold: laws and practices that treat every African American man like a suspect. The author shows that black men are always under watch and police violence is widespread, all with the support of judges and politicians. 304 pages. New Press. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

2843471 MIDWEST MANIACS. By Tom Hickey. As the Midwest’s most notorious serial killers, our two unlikely heroes attempted to turn themselves into a wanted and the ideas of how their life stories can inform readers of Dr. Stone's book and how analyzing more than 600 violent criminals. Dr. Stone shows how an increased understanding of the causes of evil can affect the justice system and proposes possible options for treatment and prevention. Photos. 400 pages. 550 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2842907 THE STRANGER BESIDE ME: The Shocking Inside Story of Serial Killer Ted Bundy. By Ann Rule. This unforgettable and haunting portrait of a sadistic killer whose journal kept by his personal memories completely changed the course of true-crime literature. Rule, who worked alongside Bundy, dives into not only his personal relationship with him, but his life covering everything from his complicated childhood to the media circus around his trials. 24 pages of photos. 400 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2917265 WITHOUT PITY. By Ann Rule. Features 12 true crime tales. Analyzing the true nature of the cold heart of an individual. Rule traces the murders of seemingly ordinary men, fear and how it relates to everyday life. Rule studies the reasons behind their actions, delving into the mindsets that drive these killers to commit such heinous crimes. The book provides a detailed look at the factors that lead individuals to commit acts so reprehensible, they earned the moniker of “Mad Bomber.” 304 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95
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5947499 WAR DOGS: The True Story of How Three Sons from Miami Beach Became the Most Unlikely Gunrunners by Guy Lawson. In 2007, three young brothers from Miami Beach entered a scheme to supply ammunition to Afghanistan’s military. Instead of fulfilling the order with high-quality American gunpowder, they delivered a $300 million Department of Defense contract to supply ammunition to Afghanistan’s military. This explosive true story is an insider’s look at the military industry and the motives that drive some of the most powerful governments in the world. The authors provide a rare glimpse into the inner workings of the global arms trade, offering a revealing look at the decisions that lead to the manufacture and sale of weapons that can have deadly consequences. 320 pages. S&S. Pap. at $16.00

2782081 MURDER AT THE BROWN PALACE: A True Story of Seduction and Betrayal. By Dick Kreck. On May 24, 1911, one of the most notorious murders in Denver’s history occurred. The rape of the 15-year-old when a car hit a group of people, including the victim, caused a sensation. But the ambition of society, adultery, drugs, multiple murder, and more set in Denver’s grand old hotel, the Brown Palace. The hotel’s history and its guests offer a glimpse into the lives of the wealthy and powerful in Denver during this time. This is a gripping true crime story that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. 214 pages. Fulcrum. Pap. at $17.95

6953581 TANGLED VINES. By Frances Dinkelspiel. The history of the California wine trade, dating back to the 19th century, is a tale of vineyards with dark secrets. Dinkelspiel’s research uncovers the curious history of California’s wine regions and the individuals who shaped them. Through her investigation, she uncovers the stories of the women who discovered and promoted California’s wine regions. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $26.99

2844908 PISTOLS AND Petticoats. By Laura D. DeWolfe and Hendrix. Fiction. By Erik Janiak. From Alice Wells, the very real police woman who took the oath to join the all-male LAPD in 1910, to the mold-breaking female sleuths in the fiction of Agatha Christie, Sara Paretsky, and Patricia Cornwell and more, this is the little-known story of women’s very early place in crime fiction, and their public crusade to transform policing. Photos. 388 pages. beacon. Pap. at $24.99

2848068 GHOST OF THE INNOCENT MAN: A True Story of Trial and Redemption. By Benjamin Rachlin. During the last two decades, more than two thousand Americans have been wrongfully convicted. This research and pulse-pounding probe, the author presents one man’s trial and triumph. But through the account of one life, told from the inside, we experience the trials and triumphs of a wrongful conviction. We see how the world of wrongs can become a literal scale. Photos. 387 pages. Little, Brown. Pap. at $27.00

2838257 THE CRIME BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By Shanna Hogan et al. Explores more than 100 of the world’s most notorious cases, heists, and murders while taking a fresh look at true crime and the history of criminality. From the cover-up of the controversial “Face on the Milk Carton” to the trials of O.J. Simpson, this book offers an in-depth look at the inner workings of the justice system. 185 pages. Perigee. Pap. at $15.99

6786200 ON BEING RAPED. By Raymond M. Douglas. The author reconstrues their painful memory as well as his later attempts to seek help, laying bare the physical and psychological trauma of a crime we still don’t openly discuss: rape of adult men. This book is a sensitive analysis that opens an important dialogue on what needs to be done. 111 pages. Beacon. Pap. at $16.00

6570725 A KILLING IN AMISH COUNTRY: Sex, Betrayal, and a Cold-Blooded Murder. By G. Olsen & S. Morin. Based on the author’s investigation of the 2009 death of Amish wife and mother Barbara Weaver, found murdered in her own bed. With the help of a retired Amish policeman,stitial focused on the Amish lifestyle, ultimately revealing the shocking truth about this crime. The story is a gripping true crime mystery that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. 548 pages. Bantam. Pap. at $9.99

6878508 VULGAR FAVORS: The Assassination of Gianni Versace. By Maureen Orth. Discover the true story of the man that inspired the acclaimed FX miniseries “The Assassination of Gianni Versace.” Orth’s research includes hundreds of hours of interviews with more than 400 people and insights gleaned from thousands of pages of police reports. Provides a riveting account of the murder of Gianni Versace, one of the most famous fashion designers of the 20th century. The story is a true crime mystery that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $15.99

6293834 THE SLENDERMAN MYSTERIES: An Internet Urban Legend Comes to Life. By Nick Redfern. Redfern reveals the true tale of the legend of the SLENDERMAN. Through research and interviews with those who claim to have encountered the SLENDERMAN, Redfern uncovers the origins of the SLENDERMAN legend and the stories of those who have encountered him. The book also includes the statistics from the SLENDERMAN phenomenon and the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. The book also includes the history of the SLENDERMAN phenomenon and the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. 239 pages. New Page Books. Pap. at $15.99

5959682 THE NASA CONSPIRACIES: The Truth Behind the Moon Landings, Censored Photos, and the Face on Mars. By Nick Redfern. NASA’s first images of the lunar landing sites lie a level of high-level cover-ups, many of them presented here: claims that the Apollo moon landings of 1969 to 1972 were faked; the cover-up of the controversial “Face on Mars,” the在美国历史上, and the investigation raises many questions. SHOPWORN. Photos. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $26.99

5891514 UFOS, ETS, AND ALIEN ABDUCTIONS: A Scientist Looks at the Evidence. By Don Donderi. Examines the evidence of UFOs and extraterrestrial life. Donderi explores the evidence that supports and refutes the existence of UFOs and extraterrestrial life. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. 239 pages. HarperRoads. Pap. at $22.95

6717829 MAFIA CRIMES: The History of the Mob. By Al Cimino. From Al Capone to the present day, Criminals of the underworld have captured our imagination with their violent and extravagant lifestyles. Cimino delivers an absorbing introduction to the Mafia. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. 304 pages. Arcature. Pap. at $12.95

569664X THE LOST CIVILIZATION ENIGMA: A New Inquiry into the Existence of Ancient Civilizations, Cultures, People, and Places Who Pre-Date Recorded History. By Philip Coppens. Using stunning new evidence that proves the existence of human civilization as far back as 10,000 BC, Coppens presents a revolutionary theory that challenges our accepted history and demonstrates that civilization is far older, far more advanced, and far more complex than once believed. Illus., some in color. 319 pages. New Page Books. Pap. at $19.99

589664X THE SLENDERMAN MYSTERIES: An Internet Urban Legend Comes to Life. By Nick Redfern. Redfern reveals the true tale of the legend of the SLENDERMAN. Through research and interviews with those who claim to have encountered the SLENDERMAN, Redfern uncovers the origins of the SLENDERMAN legend and the stories of those who have encountered him. Redfern also includes the statistics from the SLENDERMAN phenomenon and the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. 239 pages. New Page Books. Pap. at $15.99

6572755 UFOS OVER COLORADO: A Comprehensive Study of the UFO Phenomenon in the Western United States. By Xaviant. Examines the evidence for and against UFOs, ETs, and alien abductions. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. The book also includes the history of extraterrestrial encounters in the Americas. 239 pages. New Page Books. Pap. at $15.99

5595683 THE NASA CONSPIRACIES: The Truth Behind the Moon Landings, Censored Photos, and the Face on Mars. By Nick Redfern. NASA’s first images of the lunar landing sites lie a level of high-level cover-ups, many of them presented here: claims that the Apollo moon landings of 1969 to 1972 were faked; the cover-up of the controversial “Face on Mars,” the
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★★687706 MURDER, LIES, AND COVER-UPS: Who Killed Marilyn Monroe? By F.K., Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley, and Princess Diana? By David Gardner, In Defense and Testimony, Gardner has compiled through research and reclassified FBI files and interviewed key witnesses, criminal analysts, and forensic experts to help provide many of the answers that have been elusive for so long. He explains what it was about those enduring, enduring crimes that made their legacies burn so bright. Photos, some color. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Price: $12.95


★★687060 POLICE: What Cops Know About Crime, Community, and Violence. By Adam Plantinga. A thought-provoking and revelatory examination of policing in America from a veteran sergeant with the San Francisco Police Department. He reveals the good and bad office actions and personal insights to which a bloodthirsty monster will go to lure and brutalize his victims. 204 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Price: $11.95

★★668998 THE BAYOU STRANGER: Louisiana’s Most Gruesome Serial Killer. By Fred Rosen. Rosen enters the warped mind of serial murderer Ronald Dominiue and captures a troubled, disturbed, and broken life. He provides a horrifying and fascinating account of murder and the dark, twisted mind of a bloodthirsty monster who will go to lure and brutalize his victims. 204 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Price: $11.95

★★67069X PSYCHOPATHS: Up Close and Personal. By Christopher Bryl-Bee. Takes readers through the act of solving some of the most dangerous people who have ever lived. Using the killers’ own words the author reveals their twisted psyches, and paints a picture of how narcissism, jealously, and sociopathy can make people commit horrifying and violent acts without remorse. 237 pages. Hudson. Paperback. Price: $11.95

★★583481 HIDDEN AGENDA: NASA and the Secret Space Program. By Mike Bara. Bara delves into the secret space program, examining the possibility that there are secret bases on the Moon, and exploring the many other programs surrounding the military’s secret projects in space. Illus., some color. 192 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Price: $19.95

★★670871 THREE FELONIES A DAY: How the Feds Target the Innocent. By Harvey A. Silverglate. Describes how the government has become dangerously disconnected from the English common law tradition and how prosecutors can pin arguable federal crimes on any one of us, for even the most seemingly innocuous behavior. 336 pages. Encounters. Paperback. Price: $17.95

★★695767 DEAD MEN DO TELL TALES. By W.R. Maples & M. Browning. The author revisits his strangest, most interesting, and most horrific investigations, from the baffling cases of conundrator Francisco Pizarro and Vietnam MIAs to the deaths of President Zachary Taylor and the family of Caesar Nicholas II. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Price: $15.95

★★284035 EVIDENCE OF THE GODS: A Visual Tour of Alien Influence in the Ancient World. By Erich von Daniken. Compiling extraordinary photos from his unique archive, all of them depicting prehistoric ancestors, the author showcases a series of more than 150 impressive and undeniable evidence that cosmic gods visited our world. Photos. 332 pages. CCC. Paperbound. Price: $13.95

★★649557 CONFESSIONS OF AN ILLUMINATI, VOL. III: Espionage, Temples and Satanism in the Shadows of the Vatican. By Leo Lyon Zagami. In this third volume in Zagami’s Confessions series, he covers a variety of topics verified with documentation. He gives an account of humankind’s function within the grand celestial battle between the internal controllers of Earth, and the external knowledge of a new generation of conspiracy researchers. Photos. 332 pages. CCC. Paperbound. Price: $17.95

★★582272 NAPLES & DIE: The Camorra & Organised Crime. By Tom Behan. Traces the Camorra, the dominant economic and political power in southern Italy, as they outstrip the Mafia in economic power and sucking every political party in the area into its wake. A disturbing and in-depth account of their power and influence, whose foundations have, until now, remained hidden. 324 pages. Profile. Paperback. Price: $16.95


★★676721 LAW & DISORDER: The Chaotic Birth of the NYPD. By Bruce Cory. With help from real law enforcement officials for almost 200 years, 19th-century New York City was one of the deadliest metropolises in the world. Unfolding a gripping tale, Cory chronicles the city’s most threatening to destroy the city, this is the horrifying tale of the founding of the New Department. Illus. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Price: $7.95


★★576659 WARS OF THE UNANIMI: Nuclear Self-Destruction in Ancient Sumer. By Chris H. Hardy. Drawing upon the Sumerian clay tablets, and archaeological findings, the author presents a thought-provoking and revelatory examination of the ancient nuclear event that destroyed the Sumerian civilization and the power struggles of the “gods” that led up to it. Photos, some color. 270 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Price: $13.95

★★581389 BLACK 9/11, SECOND EDITION: Money, Motive and Technology. By Mark H. Gaffney. This investigation into the events of September 11th reveals dark secrets about United States-sponsored terrorism. Through a remarkable and meticulous research, and medical analysis and computer modeling, the author provides a comprehensive review of the evidence, and distilling it for consumption by the lay person, it reveals the disturbing truth behind that infamous day. 293 pages. Paperback. Price: $13.95


★★680564 OUR OCCULTED HISTORY: Do the UFOs Hide a Secret History? By Jim Marrs. Legendary conspiracy researcher Jim Marrs now takes on his biggest subject: the history of humankind. He offers perhaps the most comprehensive account of his lifetime, and by altering the way we think about the world and our place in it, 382 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Price: $15.99


★★666444 BLOOD IN MY EARS: The Shocking True Story of how a Washington, D.C. Lawyer, who’s brought in for spilling blood, there’s a bevy of all—but-forgotten homicidal fiends studding the bloody margins of U.S. history. A totally riveting true-crime treasury showcases these cold-blooded killers, illus. 396 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Price: $20.00
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**6951889 SPIRITS SPEAK OF THE UNIVERSE:** Extraterrestrials, Spirituality, and How Extraterrestrials Are Able to Travel the vast expanses of the galaxy in short periods of time, and examine the wide variety of space vehicles and other advanced states. Take an out of this world journey to understand the secret knowledge of our not so distant neighbors, Illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

**6942180 LITTLE SHOES:** The Story of Impossible Murder in Iceland. By Peter Hellman. True crime pairs well with wine in the astonishing story of Rudy Kumawam, perhaps the most notorious of the Icelandic in-laws. The murder occurred during the oil bust in 2002, he quickly became the leading crime story of the year, and his book has sold over a million copies in Iceland. 280 pages. Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**6977545 A HISTORY OF CANNIBALISM:** From Ancient Cultures to Survival Stories and Modern Psychopaths. By Nathan Constantine. Delving into a subject that causes people to blanch, the author takes us on a journey uncovering haunting details of the case. Illus. 302 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**2840899 IN VINO DUPLICITAS:** The Rise and Fall of a Wine Forger Extraordinaire. By Peter Hellman. True crime pairs well with wine in the astonishing story of Rudy Kumawam, perhaps the most notorious of the Icelandic in-laws. The murder occurred during the oil bust in 2002, he quickly became the leading crime story of the year, and his book has sold over a million copies in Iceland. 280 pages. Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**6989359 THE OLD MAN AND THE GUN:** And Other Tales of True Crime. By David Grann. Includes three true crime stories: The Old Man and the Gun who in his seventies, robs banks; True Crime follows the twisting investigation of a Polish detective; and The Chemaleon recounts how a French impostor assumes the identity of a fugitive. 338 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $24.95

**6988369 THE OLD MAN AND THE GUN:** And Other Tales of True Crime. By David Grann. Includes three true crime stories: The Old Man and the Gun who in his seventies, robs banks; True Crime follows the twisting investigation of a Polish detective; and The Chemaleon recounts how a French impostor assumes the identity of a fugitive. 338 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $24.95

**265497X CONSPIRACY:** The Greatest Plots, Collusions and Cover-Ups. By Charlotte Greig with N. Cawthorne. Examines some of the most controversial theories of our time, including: the Roswell incident; John Lennon and the FBI; the Illuminati; and the Watergate affair. The book offers a guide to the known facts and the unknown, and tells of what lies ahead. 298 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.95

**8208681 THE SPY WHO COULDN’T SPELL:** By Yudhijit Bhattacharjee. Before Edward Snowden’s infamous data breach, the largest theft of government secrets was committed by an ingenious traitor whose intricate espionage scheme and complex code of messages were made even more baffling by his dyslexia. His name is Thomas Silke. His story is the true nature of what really happened as well as how the conspiracies came to be. There are three sides to every story. This skeptic’s guide is here to give you the one you want to know. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6694934 JACK THE RIPPER:** By P. Begg & J. Bennett. Lifts the veil to reveal that aliens are among us, and their intention is not as benevolent as we might think. An impressive dossier of detailed evidence—some of it pointing directly next door—exposes why UFOs are here, who is aboard them, and what they’ll do to seize control. 284 pages. Disinformation. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**8999996 DECLASSIFIED:** The Symbionese Liberation Army. Not only did SLA. expose, the authors finally open that heavily veiled vault for all to see. Illus. 288 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $11.00

**3632652 WALKING AMONG US:** The Alien Plan to Control Humanity. By David M. Jacobs. Lifts the veil to reveal that aliens are among us, and their intention is not as benevolent as we might think. An impressive dossier of detailed evidence—some of it pointing directly next door—exposes why UFOs are here, who is aboard them, and what they’ll do to seize control. 284 pages. Disinformation. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**6693539 DEADLIEST SECRET SOCIETY IN AMERICAN HISTORY: The Order of the Symbionese Liberation Army. By Bernard J. Whalen et al. For the first time, a masterwork of research and analysis, this book presents the true story of the most deadly of America's secret societies. 356 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6693539 DEADLIEST SECRET SOCIETY IN AMERICAN HISTORY: The Order of the Symbionese Liberation Army. By Bernard J. Whalen et al. For the first time, a masterwork of research and analysis, this book presents the true story of the most deadly of America's secret societies. 356 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6685976 THE BLACK HAND:** The Epic War between a Brilliant Detective and the Deadliest Secret Society in American History. By Stephen Talty. Dubbed the “Italian Sherlock Holmes,” Joseph Petrosino was a famously dogged and ingenious detective and the first to assemble an all-Italian police squad to capture members of the secret criminal society before the country’s anti-immigrant tremors exploded into catastrophe. His quest to root out the Black Hand led him all the way to Sicily—at a terrible cost. Photos. 298 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


**6992528 CASE FILES OF THE NYPD:** More Than 175 Years of Crime and Justice. By Bernard J. Whalen et al. Walk a beat with the first female detective on the force. Expose a murder with only a hair of evidence behind the vaccine. Is the Grail a map or an armchair detective, this is the ultimate crime collection that goes behind the scenes at bombings, heists, frauds, mob hits, and even headline grabbing murders. WellIllus. 320 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**6895522 UNDISCLOSED FILES OF THE POLICE:** Cases from the Archives of the NYPD from 1831 to the Present. By Bernard J. Whalen et al. The armchair detective, this is the ultimate compendium of dreaded criminals, dark deeds, and tireless detection. Featuring more than 80 archival cases, from the New York Police Department, this volume is utterly fascinating and unique. Throughout are sidebars on how the police force evolved to fight more sophisticated crimes. Fully illus., some color. 320 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**2835650 DIRTY JOHN:** And Other True Stories of Outlaws and Outsiders. By Christopher Gandolfo. The author has reported probing on criminals and their victims, the desperate and the obsessed. This account gathers together the stories of his other selections, of his best work. These pieces show people at their most brave, vulnerable, and flawed, and are a must read for fans of true crime.
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**283576 CULTS THAT KILL.** By Wendy Joan Biddeford Aggar. Thousands of religious, political and self-improvement cults are active around the world, and an estimated two to five million Americans have been involved in a cult at some point. Not all clubs are destructive, but members' unwavering faith in an absolute leader and an intense devotion to a cause often lead the groundwork for criminal acts to take place. 247 pages. Ulysses. Pap. pub. at $13.95.

**290181 TAMING THE CRIMINAL.** Adventures in Penology. By John Lewis Gillin. First published in 1931, and reprinted in 1969, this is the study made possible by the Social Science Research Council of the United States. The author spent the year 1927-1928 visiting various countries around the world, and gave particular attention to the prison systems of these countries. 318 pages. Patterson Smith. $6.95.

**283595 REPORT ON THE PENITENTIARIES OF THE UNITED STATES.** By William Crawford. Originally published in 1835 and reprinted in 1969. A perfect resource for historians of the prison system in the United States and Britain, this report to the British government by William Crawford was destined to play an important role in the development of European prison thinking. 29 pages. Patterson Smith. $2.95.


**282062 SURVIVING EXECUTION: A Miscarriage of Justice and the Fight to End the Death Penalty.** By Ian Woods. The gripping true story of Richard Glossip, a death row inmate who was convicted largely on the testimony of a sexual predator. Even the judge who sentenced him didn't actually kill anyone. Woods has tirelessly campaigned ever since he came across this extraordinary case, to bring the story of Glossip and his attention to the injustice. Pap. pub. at $14.95.

**693226 CONWAY DOYLE FOR THE DEFENSE.** By Mangalt Fox. The account of a thrilling true crime procedural. In 1908, the police choose German Jewish cardiologist Oscar Slater as the handy suspect they could charge with the murder of an elderly Glaswegian woman. Angered by the injustice, the famous creator of Sherlock Holmes speaks up for Slater, examining the evidence and finally won Slater's freedom. Photos. 319 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00.

**695443 A DEAL WITH THE DEVIL: The Dark and Twisted True Story of One of the Biggest Cons in History.** By B. Ellis & J. Hicken. The story behind the emotional and vulnerable core of the world worth $700 billion is laid out. The truth behind a $4 billion conspiracy to smuggle the elderly and emotionally vulnerable around the world was making money they could ill afford to a mysterious French psychologist. Journalists Ellis and Hicken decided to dig deeper. What they stumbled upon turned out to be one of the longest running cons in history. 280 pages. Atria. Pub. at $18.00.


**2836025 PENAL PHILOSOPHY.** By Gabriel Tate. Originally published in 1912 in French, and translated and reprinted in 1968, this volume is an examination of ideas put in circulation by the school of criminal anthropology. 581 pages. Patterson Smith. $7.95.


**283770 CRUCIFERUS OF CRIME.** By Joseph Fishman. In this important work originally published in 1923 and reprinted in 1949, Fishman relates the shocking story of the American gold rush and the turn of the last century. 299 pages. Patterson Smith. $6.95.

**6761917 WANTED MAN: The Forgotten Story of Oliver Curtis Perry, an American Outlaw.** By Tamsin Sparro. This unusual biography of a Western outlaw reveals the true story behind his rise to fame and the corresponding power of the man who could not be held down. 320 pages. Bloomsbury. Pap. pub. at $12.95.

**6878407 THE GRIM SLEEPER: The Lost Women of South Central.** By Christine Pelosi. No one knows the story of the Grim Sleeper better than journalist Christine Pelosi who followed it for more than ten years. Based on extensive interviews and information culled from the case, she captures the long, bumpy road to justice in one of the most frightening true crime stories of our generation. Photos. 344 pages. Counterpoint. Pap. pub. at $16.95.


**696110 HOW TO MURDER YOUR WEALTHY LOVERS AND GET AWAY WITH IT.** By Jane Simon Ammeson. Illus. 166 pages. Red Lightning. Pap. pub. at $17.00.

**6957005 JUDAS: How a Sister’s Testimony Brought Down a Criminal Mastermind.** By Alice Arney. 275 pages. Michaelohl. Pap. pub. at $18.95.

**6827056 BEHIND THE MURDER CURTAIN: Special Agent Bruce Sackman Hunts Doctors and Nurses Who Kill Our Veterans.** By Michael Vecchione et al. 192 pages. Post Hill. Pap. pub. at $27.00.
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284351X PHILLY’S MAIN LINE HAUNTS. By Laura Hall. Explore Philadelphia’s Main Line where there are a multitude of ghostly locations. Find out what lurks in the lagoon at Westminster Cemetery, meet the ghosts of Harrison House, walk the haunted halls of historic Byrn Mawr College, and more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2842866 BRANDYWINE VALLEY GHOSTS: Haunts of Southeastern Pennsylvania. By Laurie Hall. Tour the Pennsylvania Brandys most fascinating haunts, including private homes, offices, restaurants, and a battlefield. Curl up in a cozy chair—and prepare to be scared! Illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

2843072 FINDING GHOSTS IN PHOENIX. By K. Mullaly & J.P. Ohilde. Use this guide to discover where some of Phoenix’s most popular ghosts hang out. Also, learn how to easily stage your own investigation exactly like the pros, and meet Arizona’s top investigators and learn their tips and protocols. Well illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2843706 TUCSON’S MOST HAUNTED. By K. Mullaly & J.P. Ohilde. From furniture stores and ice cream shops to an entire community buried beneath a downtown neighborhood, ghosts are everywhere in Tucson. Over two dozen local tales of ghostly goings on and paranormal phenomena are examined in Photos. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

6651332 HOLLOWS OBSCURA: Death, Murder, and the Paranormal Aftermath. By Brian Clune. Delves into 12 chilling tales with the murderers and paranormal aftermath of some of Hollywood’s most mysterious and gruesome murders from the 1900s to modern times, including “Bugsy” Siegel, George Reeves, Marilyn Monroe, James Dean, and more, in color. 127 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $14.95

6909196 POLTERGEISTS AND OTHER HAUNTINGS. By Rupert Matthews. Poltergeists like causing havoc. This study is an exploration of the phenomenon from earliest times to the present day, highlighting the activities of these phantoms, the efforts of researchers to document and understand what is going on, and the explanations that have been put forward. Illus. 304 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2700769 TRAIL OF TERROR: The Black Monk of Pontefract, Cripple Creek Jail, Firehouse Phantom, and Other True Hauntings. By Richard Estep. Discover the residents who inhabit the halls of Britain’s most famous haunted houses, and explore the Cripple Creek Jail, where prisoners and jailer alike are held long after death. Follow the thrilling investigations of the author as he invites you along on these hair-raising adventures, plus 256 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


2842632 SPIRITS OF DALLAS: The Haunting of the Big B elderly. By Brandon Masullo. Presents stories of one of the most haunted cities in the world, with blood, death, intrigue, and many ghosts tainting its colorful history. This collection weaves 20 spine-tingling tales, as it tours castles, churches, and other homes of London’s ghosts. Photos. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95


2842823 ARIZONA’S HAUNTED HOTSPOTS. By Heath Howard. Wood. Take a ghostly trip to some of the most haunted places in Arizona. Tour the Birdcage Theater in Tombstone, home to specter cowboys, and witness the wonders of the magical Sedona vortexes. From the supernatural, there’s always something supernatural going on in Arizona. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2842874 BRANSON HAUNTINGS. By Lee Proser. Take a unique guided tour through the ghostly towns of Branson, Missouri, and one of the most haunted. Resources, suggested readings, a glossary, and a guide to orbs will help you start your own ghost hunt. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2844961 GHOST STORIES AND LEGENDS OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, SECOND EDITION. By Julie V. Watson. The ideal setting for the strange and incredible, even the supernatural, Prince Edward Island is swathed in mist and surrounded by the secretive sea. Here is the folklore of two of the islands and the one of the legendary ghost investigations, tour over 25 lost grave, wander long-forgotten cemeteries, and one of the scariest coastal hauntings of Maryland. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

2844207 AMERICA’S HISTORIC GHOST TALES. By Robert Zimmerman. From the nickname of a politician to the countless spirits that still walk among us in some of this country’s greatest haunted travel destinations. Illus., many in color. 336 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

2849823 SHAME: I THINK MY HOUSE IS HAUNTED! By Joanne Emmons. If you think your house may be haunted, then this is the guide for you. Learn how to tell if your house is occupied by spirits, what ghosts are and why they choose your home, and what to expect from a paranormal investigation team and what to do if your house really is haunted. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2803405 OCCULT: When I said my house was haunted, I meant it. By Brandon Masullo. On a chilling journey of discovery into the supernatural, Prince Edward Island is swathed in mist and surrounded by the secretive sea. Here is the folklore of two of the islands, and one of the most haunted. Resources, suggested readings, a glossary, and a guide to orbs will help you start your own ghost hunt. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

6697928 GHOSTS, LEGENDS, AND LORE OF THE ROCKIES. By Stephanie Waters. Join a haunted historian as she scours dark museum dungeons, public libraries, and dusty newspaper archives to bring you 40 new supernatural tales about the Old West from the southern New Mexican Rockies to the Rockies of southern Canada. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/670
**Lost Library. Paperbound.**

Traditions in Ireland, Scotland and Wales, of 40 tales of Irish superstition. The second is works into one volume. The first is a collection Croker. First published in 1825. Combines two methods and tactics; and how to take spells to explain twenty-one keys to successful spellcrafting. 120 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

---

**284771 THE BOOK OF IMAGINARY BEINGS, REVISED.** By Jorge Luis Borges. In this intriguing volume, you’ll find the familiar Cthulhu, the Monkey of the Inkpot and other splendidly uncanny beasts. 172 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. $6.95

**280584 A COURSE IN TAROT: In-Depth Training, Exercises, Questions with Answers.** By Eleanor Hammer. This thorough instruction to Tarot reading includes exercises, an in-depth reading lookup sheet, test questions with answers, and even instructions on how to cleanse your own desk. For use with any Tarot deck, and appropriate for all skill levels. 200 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $16.95

---

**685530X A LITTLE BIT OF FAIRIES: An Introduction to Fairy Magic.** By Elaine K. Morgan. This classic guide explores and who and what fairies may be. It’s sure to intrigue anyone who wants to acquire these otherworldly beings. Takes a look at how we distinguish fairies from angels, how fairies came about, looking for fairies faces in rocks and nature, and more. 120 pages. Sterling. Ethos. Pub. at $9.95

---

**285623 SISTER OF DARKNESS: The Chronicles of a Modern Exorcist.** By R.H. Slavis with S. Durand. Takes the reader on a journey, into an arc and Unicorns, as well as the Monkey of the Inkpot and other undeniably curious beasts. 172 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. $6.95

---

**6892252 ENCOUNTERS WITH FLYING HUMANOTS: Mothman, Manbirds, Gargoyles & Other Winged Beasts.** By Ken Gerhard. Packed with famous historical cases and dozes of chilling first-person accounts, this is the first cryptozoological study to focus on humanoids. This extensive array of arcade entities that seem to feed on our deepest fears. 227 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

---

**6810914 FAIRY LEGENDS.** By T. Croton Croker. First published in 1825. Combines two works into one volume: wondrous retelling of 40 tales of Irish superstition. The second is dedicated to the Brothers Grimm, focusing primarily on Elves, and their legends and traditions of Ireland, Scotland and Wales, followed by Welsh fairy lore. 326 pages. The Lost Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

---

**6829139 THE ELEMENTS OF SPELLCRAFTING: 21 Keys to Successful Sorcery.** By Jason Miller. If you have ever cast a spell that didn’t work, this guide will help you figure out why. Miller identifies and explains twenty-one keys to successful sorcery, the principles and strategies, and how to use spells to the next level. 223 pages. New Page Books. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

---

**6803660 THELEMA: An Introduction to the Life, Work & Philosophy of Aleister Crowley.** By Colin D. Campbell. Reveals the enigmatic figure in all of his provocative and brilliant glory, providing a biography of Crowley and showing how his work evolved to become a paradigm-shifting system of magick. Includes the texts and writings that form Thelema, and step by step instructions for practicing the basic rites and rituals. Photos. 188 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

---

**5671406 THE SECRET DOCTRINE.** By H.P. Blavatsky. First published in 1888. Madame Blavatsky’s masterpiece of occult philosophy is here scaled down to its essentials, providing the most readable, accessible edition of this monumental work of esotericism. Abridged and annotated. 255 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

---

**6854370 THE HAUNTED HEART OF AMERICA.** By Logan Larrington. Through this celebrated new history, encounter fairies, elves and goblins that tread purposefully—sometimes maliciously—across an eerie landscape filled with these and other fantastical beings. Follows the Britain of mist-drenched forests and unpredictable sea frets and peculiar creatures that lurk in the undergrowth at the periphery of human vision. Illus. 252 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

---

**2847655 WEREWOLVES: Myth, Mystery, and Magick.** By Kaile Boyle. Enter the world of the werewolf where superstition abounds and shape shifting is possible. Find out what to do if you or a friend turns into a werewolf or other wolf-like being. Learn the differences between werethypanthood and lycanthropy, and much more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

---

**2803429 INVISIBLE MASTER: The Puppeteers Hidden Power.** By Leo Lyons. Zagami. Who are the unknown superiors—the secret chiefs—the invisible masters who have guided freemasonry and other secret societies? Who is Zagami? How can we make these powerful groups work cohesively? In Invisible Master, these enigmatic figures have uncovered access to these secrets, and presents an opportunity to understand our alien reality. Illus. 300 pages. CCC. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

---

**2847930 THE SECRET DOCTRINE OF THE ROSICRUCIANS: A Lost Classic.** By Magus Ingognito. The Rosicrucians are a truly secret society whose philosophy comes to light in different ways at different points across history. This book introduces a new generation to their ideals, and their connections to occult concepts like alchemy, reincarnation, the astral plane, and more. 223 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

---

**6992617 THE PRACTICAL WITCH’S SPELL BOOK: For Love, Happiness, and Success.** By Elaine K. Morgan. This enchanted guide is for spell casters of all levels, with hundreds of spells, blessings, and rituals for love and happiness, success and prosperity, incense, herbs, plants, and more. Now you can enrich your mind and spirit by bringing an abundance of joy and magic to your daily life. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $17.00

---

**2852931 PROPHECIES ON WORLD EVENTS.** By Nostradamus. Selects Nostradamus’s prophecies, tracing their symbolism, anagrams, and mythological allusions. Robb’s scholarly expertise elucidates every facet of these remarkable documents that have endured the test of time. Illus. 144 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

---


---

**5943434 THE BOOK OF MAGIC: From Antiquity to the Enlightenment.** A fascinating anthology of the western magical tradition which stretches from its roots in the wizardry and the witchcraft of the ancient world. Includes inclusions, charms, curses, Golems, demons and witches, as well as astrology, divination and alchemy, with some ancient and medieval works which were once viewed as too dangerous ever to open. Illus. 679 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

---


---


---


---

**2807904 THE COMPUDEUM OF MAGICAL BEASTS: An Anatomical Study of Cryptozoology’s Most Elusive Beasts.** By Daniel D. Cooper. Combines photography with M. Brinks. This is the definitive field guide to the history, biology, and anatomy of mythological creatures. The author’s unique approach involves stunning scientific illustrations of each specimen, providing a comprehensive view of creatures most often dismissed as pure fantasy. Covers 25 mythological creatures. 194 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00

---
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280048X WICCA FOR LIFE: The Way of the Craft—from Birth to Summerland. By Raymond Buckland. This is a comprehensive guide for Wicca for both established followers and newcomers to the craft, designed to carry the modern Witch through the stages of life. A detailed reference to color symbolism, magical alphabets, chants and songs, and the magical properties of herbs. 342 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6904361 DIVINATION: The Anunnaki Creation of Eve and the Alien Battle for Humanity. By Chris H. Hardy. The author shows that the “gods” of ancient myths, visitors from the planet Nibiru, created us using their own DNA extraction from their own ribs’ marrow and later by direct relations with early human females. 246 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

6962041 THE CRANE BAG: Portals, By Joanna van der Hoeven. An introduction to the ritual tools and practices found in the Druid tradition. With the proper use, the crane bag can further the Druid in working with the cycles of nature, finding his or her own place in the environment—living in balance, harmony and peace. 88 pages. Moon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

2803035 THE CRYSTAL BIBLE, VOLUME 2. By Judy Hall. This volume covers more than 200 additional crystals, including high-vibration stones for spiritual advancement, the secrets of the recently revealed Greenland stones. It also includes information on crystals for energy enhancement and space clearing and the crystal medicine wheel. Illus. in color. 400 pages. Walking Stick Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

6615597 A HANDBOOK OF SAXON SORCERY & MAGIC: Wyrdworking, Rune Craft, Divination & Wortcunning. By Alaric得到了魔法藏品的超自然力量。By Joanna van der Hoeven. An introduction to the ritual tools and practices found in the Druid tradition. With the proper use, the crane bag can further the Druid in working with the cycles of nature, finding his or her own place in the environment—living in balance, harmony and peace. 88 pages. Moon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95


6599346 777 and OTHER QABALISTIC WRITINGS of ALEISTER CROWLEY. Ed. by Isidore Regardie. This collection of Qabalistic texts is without parallel in mystical literature. Contains Gematria, explaining Qabalistic number analysis and philosophy; 7777, an overview of the symbolism of major world religions; and Crowley-Sophistication, a dictionary of hundreds of Hebrew words arranged by numerical value. 274 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

6892228 THE HIEROGLYPHIC MONAD. By John Dee. Written originally in 1564 by the renowned Elizabethan magus, Dr. Dee, this work explains his discovery of the unity underlying all ancient and modern systems of thought and magic. Modern magicians and occultists often represent the alchemical process and goal of the Magus who, in partaking of the divine, achieves that gnostic regenerative experience of becoming God. 76 pages. Red Wheel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

6964362 DIVINATION: By Rod, Birds and Fingers. By Metusene Drako. Divination is only a small part of a witch’s stock in trade, and although a basic introduction to the subject can be learned from books, proficiency will only come from experience. This title comes through the discovery of certain secret matters by a great variety of means, correspondences, signs and occult techniques.


6919715 AMERICAN PSYCHIC: A Spiritual Journey from the Heartland to the Heart of Beyond. By Marla Frees. From a child of the South to U.S. military psychic spies, messages from the other side to spiritual healing, Frees uses her gift to help others. This title provides ideas and insights for how everyday people can connect to their personal guides and receive the wisdom that is waiting in the world of spirit. 202 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2803637 ANIMAL MAGIC: The Extraordinary Proof of Our Pets’ Intuition and Unconditional Love for Us. By Gordon Smith. This astonishingly accurate medium recounts some of the remarkable experiences that people have had with animals in the spirit world and how to develop the skills to know intuitively when their owners are coming home, and pets who saved their owners’ lives. 218 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $13.95

2803534 THE APPRENTICE WITCH’S SPELL BOOK: Set Your Intentions, Unleash Your Power, and Change Your Life. By Marian Green. Ward off harm and bring good luck and good health with the help of a little benevolent magic from this collection of more than 100 spells to increase your physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. The perfect collection for the amateur who desires to channel the potent magic of nature. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2800519 CHARMS, AMULETS, TALISMANS & SPELLS. By Marian Green. What is the difference between an amulet and a charm? When would be the right time to make a talisman? In this unusual and fascinating title, Green unravels the complex web of associations and correspondences which form the backstage of the Western magical arts. Packed with rare illustrations and useful tables. 58 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2803372 THE GOLDEN FLOWER: Toltec Mastery of Dreaming and Astral Voyaging. By Koyote the Blind. A unique work on the art of dreaming, astral projection, and voyaging through the higher dimensions, presented by a Toltec shaman and Western magician. This is the Yoga of Dreaming. It is a distillation of the deepest teachings and art of awakening in the universe, as retold in the special mystical and spiritual, poetic, prose. 144 pages. Gateways Books & Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5834570 MONSTERS AMONG US: An Exploration of Otherworldly Bigfoots, Wolfmen, Portals, Phantoms, and Odd Phenomena. By Linda S. Godfrey. Delivering a broad mix of modern-day and historical sightings and supported by Godfrey’s interviews with eyewitnesses, this account is a meticulously researched and expertly written exploration of the other-worldly that will remind us of the reality of illusion. Illus. 352 pages. Tarcher/Penguine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

2800816 ASTROLOGY’S HIDDEN ASPECTS: Quintiles and Sesquiquadratures. By Dusty Bunker. A groundbreaking study reveals the importance of the 72 degree quintile and the 108 degree sesquiquade, two previously ignored astrological aspects, which the Egyptians called the sacred golden bowls. With a dusty map in hand, travel to the sand covered sites where the sacred golden bowls were once remained hidden for years. Illus. 208 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

2835509 RUNE MIGHT: The Secret Practices of the German Rune Magicians. By Edred Thorsen. Exploring the history of astrology and the techniques of the modern runes, the author describes the origins of the runes and presents the unique little guide, Greun unravels the backbone of the Western magical arts. Packed with rare illustrations and useful tables. 58 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2882210 SPIRIT MESSAGES: Inspiring Stories About Mediumship and Evident Spirit World. By Elizabeth Owens. Presents the most compelling and inspiring messages from the author’s decades of experience as a professional medium. This title provides ideas and insights for how everyday people can connect to their personal guides and receive the wisdom that is waiting in the world of spirit. 202 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
**2822199 A PSYCHIC'S LIFE: What It's Really Like.** By Michael Bodine. Being a psychic for Hollywood celebrities is like a dream job. But even for a talented psychic, the path to success has many twists, turns, and challenges. The author shares his most fascinating and haunting stories as a celebrity psychic. The account provides insight into the scenes from one of the top psychics working today. 220 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2822180 HOW TO USE A CRYSTAL: 50 Practical Rituals and Spiritual Activities for Inspiration.** By Michael Webster. All you need is one crystal to deepen your magical practice and reach your goals. This manual is an accessible and inspiring guide filled with practical rituals and spiritual activities that can be performed with a single stone. This is an ideal resource to greater health and happiness through crystal work. 288 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6861561 JOHN DEE AND THE EMPIRE OF ANGELS: Enochian Magick and the Occult Roots of the Modern World.** By Jason Louv. Queen Elizabeth I’s court advisor and astrologer, John Dee, was the foremost scientific genius of the 16th century, but was suppressed from mainstream history, because he was the first to develop a methodology of cross-disciplinary thinking outside the norm, follow your own path, and honor your unique path. In this groundbreaking book, the author reveals the history, culture, and principles as well as the primary materials of conjuration, and includes spells, rituals, and workings for various purposes. 187 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2240545 WORKING CONJURE: A Guide to Hoodoo Folk Magic.** By Hoodoo Sen Moize. Shares the techniques and lessons that will bring Hoodoo alive to those who are new to the practice as well as useful and enlightening information to the adept. The author explores the history, culture, and principals as well as the primary materials of conjuration, and includes spells, rituals, and workings for various purposes. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**6895649 PROTECTION SPELLS.** By Arin Murphy-Hiscock. Learn the tradition of using tone spell words and ritual symbols to safeguard against negativity and start building your personal power. In this guide, you’ll even discover how to create your own protection spell, incorporating crystals, stones, herbs, and symbology to enhance your practice. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**6895645 THE ORIGINAL I CHING ORACLE of the Book of Changes.** By R. Ritsema & S.A. Sabbadini. Based on over 60 years of research, and containing a fully updated introduction, this volume represents the most substantial advance in Iching scholarship since R. H.增量 was introduced to the West in the 1920s. 854 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**283488X KITCHEN WITCHCRAFT: Garden Magic.** By Rachel Patterson. Whether you have only a window sill with a pot plant or a whole city terrace, a playground, a field, or a small piece of land, you will always work with the magic in your garden and this little guide will help you do just that. 138 pages. Moon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $6.95

**2464123 THE SWORN BOOK OF HONORIUS.** By Joseph Peterson. This 14th-century grimoire represents a complete system of magic, including how to attain the divine vision, communicate with holy angels, and control aerial, earthly, and infernal spirits for various purposes. Hermetic, Qabalistic, and Christian points of view. Instructions are clearly given for the preparation of the instruments of the art and of their governing necromancy, spells, and divination. Illus. 438 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**2857602 HOW TO BECOME A PSYCHIC.** By Midia Star. Packed with spells, potions, and witchy wisdom to enhance every aspect of your life. From the effects of the moon to the use of candle magic, you’ll learn how to protect your home, fulfill your dreams and banish bad luck with this informative guide. Illus. in color. 143 pages. L.E.K. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


**2781360 PSYCHEDELIC MYSTERY TRADITIONS: Spirit Plants, Magical Practices, Ecstatic States.** By Thomas Hatsis. There is a long tradition of psychedelic plants and magical practices, but it is often associated with the counterculture of the late 20th century. The author reveals, the discovery of the power of psychedelics and entheogens can be traced to the very first prehistoric expressions of human creativity, with a continuing lineage of influence to the modern world. Psychedelics and entheogens have biblical roots, whereas others think of it as evil. Illus. 338 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2848730 WEAPE THE LIMINAL: Living Modern Traditional Witchcraft.** By Laura Tempest Zakroff. Explores what it means to truly be a Witch in the modern world and helps you formulate a personalized Witchcraft practice and deepen your work with spirits, ancestors, familiars, and the liminal realm. 214 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2848759 365 DAYS OF HOODOO: Daily Rootwork, Mojo & Conjuration.** By Stephanie Rose Bird. A practical do it yourself guide that shows how to use spells, rituals, recipes, mojos, and curios to enrich your life and be ready for whatever comes your way. Easy to understand, it’s packed with authentic wisdom and is the perfect companion for your spiritual journey. 405 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2822202 RAISE CLAIRAUDIENT ENERGY.** By Cyndi Dale. In this guide you’ll find step by step instructions for using six sacred healing stones as well as the author’s innovative energy techniques. Featuring numerous exercises to enhance your abilities and build a clairaudient toolkit, this book will give you the tools and techniques to go beyond, to go to new opportunities and spiritual insights. 285 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**2810255 THE ORPHIC HYMNS: A New Translation for the Occult Practitioner.** By Patricia DeRopp. 177 devotional invocations, and entreaties to the Greek gods are as potent today as when they were originally developed, and are fascinating historical documents to be used in contemporary spiritual practice and spellcrafting, this edition features new English translations along with the original Greek on facing pages. 313 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

---
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2840502 STORYTELLING ALCHEMY: Write Your Own Happy Ending, By Renée Damoiseau. Provides tools and exercises designed to help you change your relationship to your personal stories in a way that is empowering and transformative. Journaling and creative tasks encourage self-discovery and self-examination, tips on dream analysis, and simple spells and enchantments for insight.

PRICE CUT to $9.50

2838443 A WITCH’S BESTIARY: Visions of Supernatural Creatures, By Magdalena Charman. From working with animals or human hybrid animals. We continue to find inspiration in these majestic creatures. This volume enters us into the timeless space that is the land of beasts, where they are real and not real for millennia in the night of the soul. We think of them as allies and partners, the gatekeepers of the spirit.


281844X CRYSTAL RX: Daily Rituals for Cultivating Calm, Achieving Your Goals, and Rocking Your Inner Gem Boss, By Colleen McCann. The author has traveled the world researching and teaching the ancient art of crystal healing, and she now shares all that she’s learned here, offering insight and clear directions for creating your own ritualistic personal minerals. A comprehensive handbook for following your spiritual path and rocking your inner gem boss. Illus. in color. 261 pages.

Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
PRICE CUT to $17.95

6917100 JUSTICE HOWARD'S VODDOS: Voodoo and the spirits of Voodoo are creatively conjured in photos, coupled with the insightful words of Voodoo Queen Bloody Mary. Subjects include Papa Legba, gatekeeper of the crossroads; reverend priestess Marie Laveau; and Bloody Mary explains the meaning of ritual items, from food offerings to libation to libation to the misconceptions of animal sacrifice. 96 pages. Schiffer.

$21.95

579210X MAGO-CABALISTICUS ET THEOPOPHICUM, By George Von Neumann. In Goethe’s lifetime, he was regarded as the most knowledgeable man in the world with expertise in history, literature, botany, astrology, biology, alchemy, and cosmology. The secret weapon for his intellectual arsenal was a magic book, available for the first time in English.

551 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $90.00

2848635 THE BOOK OF FLOWERSPELLS, By Cheralyn Darcey. Work with flowers to create your own divine spells for the change, support and inspiration you seek in your personal, group, and collective lives. Included are sixty sacred flower spells, and a personal grimoire journal section. Well illus. 184 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

284287X CHANGING IN A FLASH: One Woman’s Near-Death Experience and Why a Scholar Thinks It Empowers Us All, By E.C. Grant. In the ancient tale of the Arthurian legends, the young Arthur held the相关政策

284026X THE ABRAMELIN DIARIES, By Ramsey Dukes. Over a six-month period in 1977, Dukes attempted the Abramelin ritual. The first is the author’s own story but a also insights into our Century conditions, and this is his record of the second is a n interpretation and analysis by respected experience, and the second is a

2848651 CRYSTALS: Understand and Connect to the Medicine and Healing of Crystals, By Rachelle Craven. In the magical use of crystals, this guide provides the beginning or intermediate Witch with the practical and theoretical keys they need to unlock the mysteries of the Crat. 372 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

2816628 CHANGING IN A FLASH: One Woman’s Near-Death Experience and Why a Scholar Thinks It Empowers Us All, By E.C. Grant.

2848643 THE BOOK OF HERBSPELLS, By Cheralyn Darcey. Work with herbs to create your own divine spells for the change, support and inspiration you seek in your personal, group, and collective lives. Included are sixty sacred herb spells, and a personal grimoire journal section. Well illus. 184 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

2835699 CRYSTAL CLEAR: Change Your Energy, Heal Your Life, By Rieger. Offers not only the history, spirituality and healing properties, of the most powerful crystals in existence, this comprehensive reference includes information about their mythology, historical uses, and simple spells and enchantments for insight. 253 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

2835855 THE GHOST PHOTOGRAPHER: A Hollywood Executive’s True Story of Detecting and Photographing the Unseen, By Make-Believe, By Julie Rieger. Offers not only Rieger’s own story but also insights into our relationship with the spirit-world, prayers and rituals for cleansing and protecting our homes and families, and techniques for developing our intuition and sixth sense.

243 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

$17.95

6808190 #WHAT IS A NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE? By Penny Sarton. In this vibrant, accessible guide, an NDE expert answers the most frequently asked questions about the subject and reveals many fascinating case studies for a behind the scenes story of this powerful and life-changing phenomenon. 144 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

PRICE CUT to $5.00

2845799 ABRAMELIN THELEMA: Secrecy and the Art of Reversal, By David Pend. Using the power and wisdom of the planets, this revised edition uncovers the astrological secrets to improving all your relationships. You will discover how to use the planets table to help you change your relationship to your personal stories in a way that is empowering and transformative. Journaling and creative tasks encourage self-discovery and self-examination, tips on dream analysis, and simple spells and enchantments for insight.


$12.95

2838443 A WITCH’S BESTIARY: Visions of Supernatural Creatures, By Magdalena Charman. From working with animals or human hybrid animals. We continue to find inspiration in these majestic creatures. This volume enters us into the timeless space that is the land of beasts, where they are real and not real for millennia in the night of the soul. We think of them as allies and partners, the gatekeepers of the spirit.

216 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

$17.95

281644X CRYSTAL SEER: Power Crystals for Magic, Meditation and Ritual, By Judy Hall. Each stone has a story that can teach and heal us if we reflect deeply on its image. Each entry includes color images, crystals and explanations on Each entry includes color images, crystals and explanations on each stone. Listed are the spiritual, emotional, physical and psychological benefits of each stone, and simple spells and enchantments for insight.

224 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $18.95

$14.95

2797887 THE MAGICKAL FAMILY: Pagan Living in Harmony with Nature, By Monica Crosson. Filled with tips, ideas, stories, and projects to bring you and your family closer to nature, closer to the Goddess. Crosson shows how to be true to your The Real Witch while raising little Witches. 300 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

2837811 PAST LIFE ASTROLOGY: How Your Former Lives Influence Your Present, By Judy Hall. Learn how to read your birthchart from a karmic perspective, and discover how your purpose is in this life, by understanding your present relationships in terms of your past lives. Illus. 152 pages. Godsfield. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

6978878 TRAVELLING THE FAIRY PATH, By Morgan Daimler. This unique form of spirituality is one that melds the traditions of the Fairy Faith with neopagan witchcraft, creating something that is new yet rooted in the old. In this third book of the series, travel down the path to Fairy and see how their journey has unfolded over the last twenty five years. 272 pages. Moonbooks. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

PRICE CUT to $12.95


$9.95


$14.95

6733449 HEALING CRYSTALS, 2ND EDITION: The A-Z Handbook of Spirituality and Healing Properties, By Judy Hall. Learn how to read your birthchart from a karmic perspective, and discover how your purpose is in this life, by understanding your present relationships in terms of your past lives. Illus. 152 pages. Godsfield. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95


$14.95

6978878 TRAVELLING THE FAIRY PATH, By Morgan Daimler. This unique form of spirituality is one that melds the traditions of the Fairy Faith with neopagan witchcraft, creating something that is new yet rooted in the old. In this third book of the series, travel down the path to Fairy and see how their journey has unfolded over the last twenty five years. 272 pages. Moonbooks. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

PRICE CUT to $12.95


$9.95
**EXTRAVAGANZA**

- **6920982** INVENTING HELL: Dante, the Bible, and Eternal Torment, by Jon M. Sweeney. 528 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.
- **691991X** DVD: OCCULT LONDON. By John Matthews, illus. by W. Kinghan. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. Overlook. DVD.
Bible & Biblical Studies


★ 6981985 IT’S A MIRACLE! What Modern Science Tells Us About Popular Bible Stories. By Clay Farris Naff. Christians often use the Bible as a guide to the natural world, which inevitably leads them to reject the Bible when it doesn’t fit what people say they see in the universe. But what if we were to use science as a guide to the Bible? Naff brings the miracles of the Bible into sharp focus through modern science. 240 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

6769272 CLASH OF KINGDOMS: What the Bible Says About Russia, ISIS, and the End Times. By C. Dyer & M. Tobey. The authors demonstrate a new perspective of the Bible as it relates to current events, addressing such questions as: Is God setting the stage for an ultimate world conflict? Will ISIS play a part? What does Russia have to do with the end times? Based on the most recent archaeological discoveries and with the most current information. 224 pages. Good News. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


★ 2782539 THE WORDS OF CHRIST: An Illuminated Volume. By Judy Pelikan. Here are the words and teachings of Jesus Christ, presented in the illuminated tradition of the early Church. Discover the pure and moral principles Christ taught in these radiant ornamentations with flora and fauna of the Holy Land. Jesus’ words from the New Testament are more important than ever. 143 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 6899918 RUTH: The Anchor Yale Bible. By Jeremy Schipper. In recent years, readers of the Bible have been increasingly drawn to the book of Ruth. Delving deeply into the complicated nature of its characters’ relationships, Schipper encourages readers to consider the roles that play throughout the text. 221 pages. Yale. Paper. Pub. at $7.50 $14.95


2780148 jesus is risen: Paul and the Early Church. By David Limbaugh. Replete with deep insights into the actions, arguments, and challenges of the world’s first Christian communities, this is a faith-affirming reference for Christians at all stages of their faith walk. Limbaugh’s passion for the Bible is unmistakable and infectious throughout these pages. 173 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

1878036 THE KING JAMES BIBLE ACROSS BORDERS AND CENTURIES. Ed. by Angelica Duran. This multifaceted volume delves into areas of the KJV of the Bible that have yet to be explored in the realm of biblical studies. It includes contributions from scholars of diverse academic disciplines, this examination demonstrates its tremendous influence from the Protestant Reformation to the present day. 398 pages. Duquesne UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $70.00 $9.95

2889950 WHO WROTE THE BIBLE? By Richard Elliott Friedman. Moses has been regarded as the sole writer of the Bible’s first five books, known as the Pentateuch or Torah. However, the stories in these books, and their discrepancies, have long perplexed the scholarly authors of the Bible. The author provides compelling evidence that this text was written by at least four distinct voices. 282 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

2778823 THE EXODUS: How It Happened and Why It Matters. By Richard Elliott Friedman. From a spectrum of disciplines, state of the art archaeological breakthroughs, and fresh discoveries within scripture, the author argues that there is real evidence of a historical basis for the Exodus and the history behind the story in this fascinating examination. 282 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. $17.99 $12.95

Readers will experience the redeeming power of God's grace in a background of the nativity. By understanding the message of...
Religion and Spirituality


285487 THE BAHAI FAITH IN WORDS AND IMAGES. By J. Danesh & S. Fazel. Beautifully illustrated, this concise and thoughtful volume offers a unique overview of the beliefs of the Baha’i Faith. The combination of lucid commentary and stunning photography, offers the reader an unparalleled journey through the Baha’i world. 160 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

695018 THE IMPERSONAL LIFE: The Classic of Self-Realization. By Joseph S. Benner. A simple meditative message that teaches you, step by step, to realize that your own consciousness is one with all of Creation— that you are an outlet of Divine will. When that truth is understood, your wishes become one with God, and your life unfolds in a meaningful way in which your fondest hopes and highest purposes are realized. 228 pages. Tarcher/Peregrine. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

6879438 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO JIHAD. By William Kilpatrick. A dark world of radical Islam, exposing the inner workings and motivations of the most violent menace of the 21st century. The author exposes those who are enacting the jihadists through research and interviews, and provides long overdue practical recommendations for how to defeat jihad. 305 pages. Regency. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

2851784 GOOD CHRISTIAN SEX: Why Chastity Isn’t the Only Option—Always Things the Bible Says About Sex. By Bromleigh McCleneghan. Explores the Bible in conversation with the wisdom of theologians, ethicists, and psychologists to find a better way for Christians to understand and practice their sexuality in light of their deep faith. 240 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6921415 HEAVEN HELP US: 300 Patron Saints to Call Upon for Every Occasion. By Thomas J. Craughwell. Whoever you are, whatever your needs, there’s a patron saint who wants to help you. There are patron saints for women in labor, gamblers, parents with disappointing children, victims of toothaches, appendicitis, and sore throats, beekeepers, bookdealers and, believe it or not, vampire hunters. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Chariswill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

6973205 MUSLIM: What You Need to Know About the World’s Fastest-Growing Religion. By Hank Hanegraff. Islam is the only significant religious system with a sociopolitical structure that makes it possible to practice unbelievers. What does this mean for democratic societies around the world? This lucid work unpacks the key beliefs that define Islam, illuminating a rapidly growing faith that is reshaping our world. 293 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2840065 THE LITTLE WAY OF ADVENT: Meditations in the Spirit of St. Therese of Lisieux. By Gary Carson. Focuses on St. Therese’s Little Way, as well as her deep insights into the subject of Advent and the spiritual preparation between the innocent child and crucified Savior, thus providing for a rich Advent experience. This inspirational text provides material for each day in Advent and the Christmas season. 145 pages. Servant. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95


5865957 A MESSAGE OF HOPE FROM THE ANGELS. By Lorna Byrne. The author, who sees angels with as much clarity as the rest of us, reveals how you can call on these wondrous beings to carry you through the challenges we all inevitably face: loneliness, depression, stress, illness, financial strain, heartbreak, the loss of a loved one, and more. 183 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

2788761 PRACTICING CATHOLIC. By James Carroll. This searching volume creates a space for the millions of practicing, questioning, or doubting Catholics who are looking for a way to reconcile the acts of Church leaders with the faith they still want to claim as their own. 385 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5892165 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF LUCIFER & THE CATHOLIC SAINTS. Ed. by Murray Young. This comprehensive account of the history, philosophy and practice of Catholic Christianity provides an extensive overview of Catholic theologies, the significance and traditions of Catholic ritual; explores the religious and social history of Christian saints; and includes over 1,000 magnificent color illustrations. 512 pages. greenstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

6936105 AN ANIMIST PORTRAIT: Song of a People. Text by Merle Good. This selection of color photographs offers a rare window into the Old Order Amish, capturing the abiding sense of community, the spirit of historic faith, the call of discipline, and the joyful resilience of the old Amish. 138 pages. photography. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

6895202 FREE WILL EXPLAINED: How Science and Philosophy Converge to Create a Beautiful Illusion. By Daniel Coyne. Shows how the end will come? Jeffress offers a reasoned answer at these signs and what Jesus Christ himself meant when he talked about a future so horrendous that no human lives would be spared “unless those days were shortened.” Did Jesus have our time in mind? 128 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

6706489 THREE GIFTS OF THEERES OF LISIEUX: A Saint for Our Times. By Patrick Acom. When looks at the teachings of Saint Therese of Lisieux, the Little Flower. Through the lens of his own personal experiences, he shows us how this “saint for our times” played such an important role in shaping his thought, and reflects on how his understanding of the end will come? Jeffress offers a reasoned answer at these signs and what Jesus Christ himself meant when he talked about a future so horrendous that no human lives would be spared “unless those days were shortened.” Did Jesus have our time in mind? 128 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

5857271 DEVOTIONS FROM THE KITCHEN TABLE. By Stacy Edwards. This beautiful little volume invites you to slow down and enjoy the gift of love in the kitchen that is so often overlooked. For those who believe that the best way to interpret these events as steps toward the ultimate collapse of the global economy. 292 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

6972349 WHAT HAPPENS AFTER YOU DIE: A Biblical Guide to Paradise, Hell, and Life After Death. By Randy Frazee. Born out of a deeply personal search for truth after the death of his mother, Frazee offers a straightforward exploration of what the Bible says about the afterlife, from Heaven’s call to Hell to the lake of fire and the actual presence of God, he separates what is simply cultural tradition from what is truly biblical. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


6706317 AT YOUR COMMAND. By Neville Goddard. Originally published in 1939, the first visionary work by the groundbreaking mystic lays out his teachings on higher awareness and practical metaphysics with results that satisfy your curiosity, but transforms your life. 346 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

5847711 A VIEW FROM THE BUGGY: True and Inspiring Stories of the Amish Life. By J.S. Eicher & N. Miller. In this delightful compilation of reminiscences by more than 30 Amish men and women, you’ll get the inside story on the daily life of Amish families. These stories will bring tears, laughter, and a sweet dose of Amish wisdom to your heart. 234 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

5733138 FAITH VS. FACT: Why Science and Religion Are Incompatible. By Jerry A. Coyne. Based on an innovative methodology of a world-class scientist, Coyne dismantles every claim to explaining the physical world that religion proposes, and interprets the Cahn’s Catholic Church. Love, and the Resurrection. By William G. Egan. This influential volume illustrates the life, death, and resurrection to give believers the strength and resilience that are needed to withstand the ridicule and scorn of those who misunderstand faith for fact can inflict on individuals and on our planet. 311 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

5780856 PAGAN MAGIC OF THE NORTHERN TRADITION: Customs, Rites, and Sacred Symbols. By Nigel Pennick. Exploring the magical Pagan traditions of the people now called Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavian, Slavonic, and Baltic, the author examines the underlyi ng principle of the Northern Tradition—the concept of Wyrd—showing how it empowers the arts of operative magic, and how anyone can participate. Photos. 344 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
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6827314 THE ISLAMIC JESUS: How the King of the Jews Became a Prophet of the Muslims. By Mustafa Akyol. Offers a unique insight into the connections between Christianity and Islam, seen through the lens of the lost “heresy” of Jewish Christianity. Akyol not only tells the story of Jesus and Mary as narrated in the Qur’an; he also explores how this Islamic picture of the Nazarene resonates with pre-existing Christian sources. 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

2838694 UNTIL THE TRUMPET SOUNDS: Seeking Holiness Now. By Zachary Grant. The author purports that our Christian destiny is to become saints, and it is within all of our reach. Through his careful reflections, introspections, and examples of others’ paths to holiness, he reveals how we can all follow to achieve holiness. We are all capable of change and possess the strength and desire to know God. 185 pages. St. Anthony Messenger. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

6906176 LESSONS IN HOPE: My Unexpected Life with St. John Paul II. By George Weigel. The story of the renowned Catholic author’s friendship with St. John Paul II. Weigel’s hymn to a saint: an eloquent portrait of the pope that reveals the influences and inspirations that transformed him from a minor fifth-century missionary into the patron saint of Ireland. 197 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6844550 ALL THE BIBLE/ALL THE TIME. By Abigail Hooker. Bringing together two titles in one convenient volume, it is a portrait gallery and reference library of over 3,400 named biblical characters. This resource mines the wealth of Scripture to give you characters you can learn from, teachings you can apply, and promises you can stand on. 702 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

6972719 ZEN AND THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS. By Joanne P. Miller. Imagine that the Buddha asked Jesus to write a text for a Zen monk. In Zen and the Gospel of Thomas, Miller explains the latest finds in the history of the Gospels, and how they may fit into the larger picture of Christianity. This book includes an introduction, a plot summary, and a discussion of Thomas’s relationship to the Buddha. 65 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

6957310 UNSHAKEABLE TRUST: Find the Joy of Trusting God at All Times, in All Things. By Joyce Meyer. This bestselling author explores the quiet confidence you can trust in God, no matter what. This book shows you how to see through whatever challenges you face. 218 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

6827594 THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. Ed. by John B. Baldock. As a vanguard text and guide to the afterlife, it was read aloud to the dying or recently deceased so they could recognize the true nature of the mind and thus attain enlightenment and liberation. The suffering associated with the endless cycle of death and rebirth. Slipcased. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $19.99

6894007 WHY BUDDHISM IS TRUE: The Science and Philosophy of Meditation and Enlightenment. By William Wright. At the heart of Buddhism is a simple claim: the reason we suffer is that we don’t see the world clearly. At the heart of Buddhist meditative practice is a radical promise: we can learn to see the world more clearly. Wright shows how taking this promise seriously can change your life and explains why the path toward truth and the path toward happiness are one and the same. 321 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


2840253 THE MYSTICAL QABALAH. By Daniel F. Bohm. A mystical synthesis that links the elements of Jewish traditional thought with both Eastern and Western philosophy and Christian insights. It devotes a chapter to each of the ten sephiroth, or centers of the Tree of Life: “Shekinah,” which focuses the principles archetypes behind evolving human activity. Includes a foldout of Tree of Life diagrams. 355 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

8212738 THE RESURGENT CHURCH: 7 Critical Ways to Thrive in the New Post-Chrindent World. By Mike McDaniel with R. Suggs. The author has discovered seven critical pathways to help churches thrive in today’s post-Christendom world. Throughout, he illustrates how principles to help all church leaders see into the future and reverse the direction of their fasting churches.


6916880 HOW TO PRAY: Reflections & Essays. By C.S. Lewis. Drawn from the breadth of Lewis’s writings, this collection offers wisdom and lessons that illuminate our private dialogue with God, and reveal the strangeness of prayer — and why it is so essential to faith. 158 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

6952798 HOW TO BE A CHRISTIAN: Reflections & Essays. By C.S. Lewis. Cultivated from Lewis’s many essays, articles, and letters, as well as his classic works, this illuminating and thought-provoking collection covers topics such as why criticizing others can be dangerous, how we can both deny and live with suffering, and how we practice the delicate art of attaining glory, and much more. 188 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

697090X THE DAGON: Meeting the Good God of Ireland. By Morgan Daimler. The Dagda is one of the most well-known of the Irish pantheon, a being of incalculable power. In this book, Daimler delves into the mysteries of his Kingdom. A Zen reading of Thomas allows us to access the living Jesus through Buddhist eyes so we can add to our own practice with his wisdom. 252 pages. Wisdom Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

6964109 THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS: A Guide to Everyday Life. By Lama Zopa Rinpoche. Beginning with an elucidation of the nature of the mind and its role in creating the happiness we desire, and the suffering caused by our mediocrity and mediocrity of the gods and mortals. For those seeking to honor him today finding information can be difficult or confusing, this work offers a place to begin untangling the complex history of the gods. 77 pages. Moon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

6894375 THE ILLUSTRATED DEFINITIVE GUIDE to India’s Greatest Epic. Ed. by Bushra Ahmed et al. Weaving in regional variations of the story with the classical Sanskrit text and including insights from the Ashvamedha, the hero of the Mahabharata, hero of the Ramayana, and classics such as the Ramayana itself, and the Mahabharata, this volume is a rich show-and-tell that explains the cultural universe that permeates the epic. 507 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10/4/12. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
**283872** GOING THROUGH HELL TO GET TO HEAVEN. By Scott Hodkiewicz. The short story of his family's faith journey to help you on yours. Featuring Scripture verses and reflection questions, this title is an ideal companion for Christians and others. $19.95, 208 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**694037** EGO TRIP: Rediscovering Grace in a Culture of Self-Esteem. By Glynn Harrington. A few things more protected or indulged than self-esteem. Psychiatrist Glynn Harrington takes aim at what has become one of Western society's most entrenched ideologies. You will be intrigued and possibly freed by his conclusion: the gospel offers the ultimate bigger-than-your-ego trip. 204 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 **PRICE CUT to $13.99**


**694803** KACHA PHALU’S ADVICE. By M. Dhamma Prasanna. translations of the four collections of the Teachings of the Buddha, the Anguttara Nikaya. The translation provides extensive help in the introduction, and includes indexes, and a detailed thematic outline of the Anguttara Nikaya. 1924 pages. Wisdom Publications. Pub. at $97.95 **PRICE CUT to $58.95**

**2779846** GET TO HEAVEN. By Diana L. Paxson. 277 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**6965154** GET YOUR LIFE BACK: Reflections on the Lord’s Prayer. By Pope Francis. 141 pages. Image. Pub. at $21.00 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


**2778173** INTERIOR CASTLE. By St. Teresa of Avila. 214 pages. Dover. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


**6983939** THE PENGUIN BOOK OF HELL. Ed. by Scott G. Bruce. 279 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**7263972** ZAYD. By David S. Powers. 174 pages. UMAP. Pub. at $25.00 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6967744** AS GOOD AS SHE IMAGINED. By Roxanna Green with J.B. Jenkins. 24 pages of color photos. 227 pages. Worthy. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6976115** LEARNING TO SPEAK GOD FROM SCRATCH. By Jonathan Merritt. 240 pages. Convergent. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
689A008 MOON MEN RETURN: USS Hornet and the Recovery of the Apollo 11 Astronauts. By Wayne G. Christiansen. Ties the dramatic story of the U.S.S Hornet’s recovery of the astronauts after splashdown of their command module. This detailed account draws not only on original records, but also on the memories of eighty men who served on board the Hornet and participated in the recovery operation. Photos. 257 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95 $4.95

697G97X SAILING INTO THE PAST. Ed. by Jenny Bennett. Compiles a number of the world’s leading authorities who have been involved in the research, building, and sailing of some of the most significant ship replicas. They explain how particular ships came into being and describe what was learned when the ships were taken to sea. Well illus., some color. 192 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $45.95 $7.95


6963945 HORRIBLE SHIPWRECK! By Andrew U.A. Jameson. The story of a British convict transport filled with more than one hundred women prisoners and their children. With a crew of sixteen, they left London for the convict colony in New South Wales. Less than a week later all but three died when a savage storm battered their ship to pieces in full sight of horrified onlookers. Illus. 294 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95

2849992 MUTTON AND AFTERMATH; James Morrison’s Account of the Bounty and the Island of Tahiti. Ed. by Vanessa Smith et al. This first scholarly edition of this classic of Pacific history and anthropology is based directly on a close study of Morrison’s original manuscript, one of the treasures of the Newberry Library. Morrison’s observations are among the most insightful and wide-ranging of early European accounts of Tahitian life. Illus. 344 pages. UHP. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

4634330 CALIBAN’S SHORE: The Wreck of the Grosvenor and the Strange Fate of Her Survivors. By Stephen T. Matley. An enthralling story of a famous 18th-century shipwreck—and of what befell the ship’s castaways on the wild coast of southern Africa. When the Grosvenor ran aground, an astonishing number of her crew and passengers, including women and children, but were totally ignorant of their surroundings, made it to shore. Illus. 297 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2856681 STEAM TITANS: Cunard, Collins, and the Epic Battle of the North Atlantic. By William M. Fowler Jr. Between 1815 and 1865, steam travel transformed the Atlantic into a pulsating highway over which steamships ferried people, goods and information, with a speeding speed, giving birth to a fight between Samuel Cunard and Edward Knight Collins, to capture control of this commercial sphere. 16 pages of illus., some color. 288 pages. Bloomington. PB at $30.00 $9.95


689A127 SHIPWRECK & SURVIVAL IN OMAN, 1763. By Klaus Doombos. The oldest surviving European account of the desert coast of Oman and the people who lived there, written by a survivor of the shipwreck of the Amstelland. Third edition, corrected, condensed, and published in France, and was used in the retelling of this incredible story. Illus., many in color. 147 pages. Amsterdam UP. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

2785800 CROSS CHANNEL AND OCEAN VICTORIES: Napoleon’s Timeless Navy. By Ambrose Greenway. Beautifully illustrated with more than 300 photographs, this informative volume tells the story of the Napoleonic Wars, a much-loved type of vessel, the “classic” cross-channel or short-sea passenger ferry. This stunning reference will appeal to ship enthusiasts throughout the world. Seabound, 9½x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $7.95

2866121 ALFRED MYLNE: The Leading Yacht Designer, 1896-1920. By Ian Nicolison w.c.O. Beautiful boats lasted a long time, but ugly ones die young. That is one reason why there are so many Mylne designed yachts still sailing, even though some of them are well over a century old. Original plans from the archives of Mylne to demonstrate the beauty of the earliest yacht designs and to tell Mylne’s story. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

6966075 TITANS LAST SHIP: The Sinking of the USS Hornet. By Henry Lepa. Almost a century old vital question about the world’s most notorious shipwreck has remained unanswered. Why did the Titanic sink as quickly as it did? Drastic design and construction of the great ship is re-created here, revealing the circumstances of its sinking, all that can be known about life as an eighteen-century pirate based on a wealth of artifacts now raised from the ocean floor. Well illus., most in color. 205 pages. UNCP. $14x10/¼. Paperback.

* 6909221 THE SHIPWRECK HUNTER: A Lifetime of Extraordinary Discoveries with this Bold Pioneer of Maritime Archaeology. By David L. Mears. Chronicles the most intriguing finds that Mears has found and for found in every ocean of the world. He describes the detailed research and mid-ocean storms required to find a wreck thousands of feet beneath the sea, as well as the moving stories that lie behind each of these adventures. 325 pages of photos, some color. 404 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

6766285 MARITIME AMERICA. Ed. by Peter Nell. Showstamps thirteen premier collections of restored vessels, historic buildings, paintings, ships’ carvings, scrimshaw, ship models, and other artifacts covering our maritime history. Fully illus. 255 pages. Balsam. 9½x11½. Paperback. $15.95

* 6959595 BLACK FLAG OF THE NORTH: Bartholomew Roberts, King of the Atlantic Pirates. By Victor Suthren. Tall, dark and handsome wearing fine velvets and lace, in four tumultuous years he tore the guts out of the Atlantic. Bartholomew Roberts took over four hundred ships and rarely lost a fight at sea in his short, spectacular reign as fend by this writer and historian. 175 pages. Dundurn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

6946968 BARONS OF THE SEA: And Their Race to Build the World’s Fastest Clipper Ship. By Steven Uijlsee. Tells the story of the most competitive shipbuilders who raced to build the fastest, finest, most profitable clipper ships to carry their precious cargo to American shores during the mid-1800s. A riveting tale of innovation and ingenuity that draws back the curtain on the making of some of the nation’s greatest ships. 427 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.99 $22.95

2835363 SEAPOWER STATES: Maritime Culture, Continental Empires and the Making of the Modern World. By Andrew Lambert. This comprehensive study offers a new understanding of how a small number of maritime empires—England, France, Venice, the Dutch Republic and Britain—advanced trade, knowledge and political inclusion with spectacular success. Lambert makes the compelling case that these great seapowers shaped the global economy and the liberal values that define contemporary Western society. Color illus. 399 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2859750 SHIP: A History in Art & Photography. Ed. by Andrew Lambert. Brings together 360 of the most beautiful images in history and in fiction in one stylishly produced volume. Themes include exploration and scientific discovery, mutiny and piracy, adventure and survival. A magnificent visual history of maritime culture, Continental Empires and the making of the modern world. Well illus., most in color. 378 pages. Conway. 9½x11½. Pub. at $39.95 $30.00

* 2785595 BLACK FLAGS, BLUE WATERS: The Epic History of America’s Most Notorious Pirates. By Eric Jay Dolin. Reveals the dramatic and suspenseful stories of America’s pirate culture and the Golden Age, spanning the late 1600s through the early 1700s, when lawless pirates plied the coastal waters of North America. Through hundreds of eye-witness accounts, the exploits and escapades of these dastardly sea outlaws form a poignant elegy for the bygone days of a much-loved type of vessel, the “classic” cross-channel or short-sea passenger ferry. This stunning reference will appeal to ship enthusiasts throughout the world. Seabound, 9½x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $7.95

6875984 BRILLIANT BEACONS: A History of the American Lighthouse. By John B. Davenport. The history of America’s lighthouses and tells the story of America through the prism of its beloved coastal sentinels. In a world of GPS and satellite navigation, these light towers form a poignant elegy for the bygone days of a much-loved type of vessel, the “classic” cross-channel or short-sea passenger ferry. This stunning reference will appeal to ship enthusiasts throughout the world. Seabound, 9½x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $7.95
**Railroads**

- **6934137 THE WORLD THE RAILWAYS MADE.** By Nicholas Faith. This is the story of a revolution that would create nations, carry empire, capital and industrialization to every corner of the planet, and, in its wake, usher in the modern world. This is the story of the railway. Illus. 422 pages. Head of Zeus. $9.95

- **6954386 RAILWAYS: Britain in Pictures.** Ed. by Richard Wiles. From the steam age to diesel locomotives and rail passenger trains, this volume offers a dazzling view of the racing life. Illus. Incl. 11x4½/. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

- **694032X GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY, GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY: The Story of the North West.** By John Kelly. Chronicles the earlier years of the celebrated train car design and service. Well illus., many in color. 266 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95

- **6954144 THE MINNESOTA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY: A Photographic History.** By Don L. Hofsommer. Revives the memory of a storied railroad which was created on May 26, 1870, by a group of Minnesota investors interested in establishing a railroad from Minneapolis and the agricultural regions to the south and west. Fully illus. 277 pages. UMF1. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. $9.95

- **5726373 THE MAJESTY OF BIG STEAM.** By Brian Solomon. The result of over two decades of research and photography by the world’s premier railway historian, this celebrates the biggest, most powerful, and fastest steam locomotives ever built—on this continent or anywhere else—in a fitting tribute to railway symbols of American prosperity. 176 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95

- **6813275 LOCOMOTIVES OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES.** By Jonathan Lewis. Features a selection of photos and descriptions of mainline and branch-line locomotives and covers the trains with a wide selection of different locomotives and paint schemes across the western United States. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $17.95

- **6881289 BRITAIN’S 100 BEST RAILWAY STATIONS.** By Simon Jenkins. Blending his usual insight and authority with his superb photographs and reflections and experiences, Jenkins deftly reveals the history, geography, design and significance of each of the one hundred best railway stations he has selected from his travels on foot and by rail. These are the marvelous and undersung places that link Great Britain together. Fully illus., in color. 326 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $42.95. $34.95

- **6592910 ARMoured TRAINS: An Illustrated Encyclopaedia 1825-2016.** By Paul Malmassari. Covers country by country the huge range of fighting equipment that rode the rails over nearly two centuries. While it outlines the place of armored trains in the evolution of warfare, it concentrates on details of their design and characteristics through more than 1,500 photographs and meticulous drawings in the international HO model railway magazine scale. 528 pages, indexed. AMR Institute. 10x11½/. Pub. at $75.00. $59.95

- **683941X TRAINs.** By Jennifer B. Bodine. Chronicles in beautiful B&W and color the history of the world’s most exciting locomotives. Passed. These stunning images demonstrate Bodine’s pictorialist and modernist photographic eye for trains and railroads in motion and at rest. 128 pages. Schiffer 9½x6½/. Pub. at $11.99. $4.95

- **6899719 MODELLING TUNNELS, EMBANKMENTS, WALLS AND FENCES FOR MODEL RAILWAYS.** By David Tisdale. 208 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95


- **6954704 MONON, SECOND REVISED EDITION: The Hoosier Line.** By Gary W. & Stephen F. Doltz. Well illus. 216 pages. Incl. 8½x11½/. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

- **6954855 RAILROAD NOIR: The American West at the End of the Twentieth Century.** By Linda Grant Niemann, photos by J. Jensen. Well illus., many in color. 153 pages. Incl. 11x4½/. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

- **6975222 AROUND INDIA IN 8 TRAINS.** By Monisha Rajesh. 248 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

- **6951008 THE CSX CLINCHFIELD ROUTE IN THE 21ST CENTURY.** By J. Taylor & R. Poteat. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Incl. 8½x11½/. Pub. at $39.95. $17.95


- **6974610 STEAM AT WORK: Preserved Industrial Locomotives.** By Fred Kerr. 126 pages. Pen & Sword 11x8½/. Pub. at $39.95. $17.95


**Automobiles**

- **6823839 DRIVE! Henry Ford, George Selden, and the Race to Invent the Auto Age.** By James G. Baskervill. The history of the birth of the automobile during a time unlike any in history, when near-manic innovation, competition, and consumer zeal coalesced to change the way the world moved. The creation of the automobile was not the work of one man, but very much a global effort. Illus. 372 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

- **2049151 THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON AND INDIAN WARS.** By Allan Girdler. Chronicles the period when Indian was the king and Harley-Davidson an upstart working out of a shed, and going on for the next fifty years, the two giants of the motorcycle world—cheered, fought over, and lost and traded insults. This is the story of that long-standing feud. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

- **2041519 STREETCARS OF AMERICA.** By A. Gruber & B. Solomon. Chronicles these unique vehicles from the earliest animal-drawn carriages to the height of their popularity in the 1920s, to the turning of the century when congestion and attacks from the auto industry pushed streetcars from urban landscapes. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

- **2856376 BADGES: MOTOR CAR MASCOTS AND BADES.** By Peter W. Card. Origination on motor vehicles has remained fashionable from the dawn of motoring to the present day. This guide surveys the wide variety of mascots and badges available in Europe and North America, introduces the designers, outlines the manufactures and discusses forgeries and reproductions, together with the problems of restoration. Fully illus., most in color. 46 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

- **2847772 RETURN TO GLORY: The Story of Ford’s Revival and Victory at the Toughest Race in the World.** By Matthew DeBord. Ford’s revival as a company as exemplified by the new GT. A decade ago, CEO Alan Mulally took over the iconic company, and thanks to a big financial gamble and his “One Ford” plan, Ford has turned around and become a global crisis winner, to the extent that the company is now the world’s largest automaker. In the process, the company began to dream of repeating racing history. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 226 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

- **2834727 THE RACE: Inside the Indy 500.** By James McGuane. An illustrated celebration of the Indianapolis 500, that examines in words and pictures this highly evolved tradition. For decades, Indianapolis Motor Speedway’s unbridled access to racing greats, both past and present, offers a dazzling view of the racing life.

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/675


**$17.95**  

**662453X TRACTOR SUPERSTARS: The Greatest Tractors of All Time.** By Tharran E. Gaines. From John Deere to International Harvester, hundreds of farm tractor companies have built models over the years. These remarkable tractors get the spotlight in this handsomely illustrated volume, filled with technical and performance specifications, as well as fascinating tractor history. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**SOLD OUT**  

**6843195 AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF TRACTORS & FARM MACHINERY.** By John Carroll. A detailed portrait of farm vehicles and their evolution. Gives an international overview of farm machinery with in depth technical knowledge and photographic illustrations. This volume is priced to guide to tractors and farm machinery. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $25.00

**$17.95**  

**6885071 THE JOHN DEERE CENTURY.** By Randy Leffingwell. From the first pull behind tractors to the implementation of diesel fuel, through the war years as Deere spread across the globe, and into the twenty-first century, Leffingwell lays out every notable model and innovation, and features the pioneers, engineers, and farmers who made it all possible. Fully illus., most in color. 176 pages. Motorbooks. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

**$29.95**  

**6859933 JOHN DEERE TRACTORS.** By Jonathan Whilam. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**$17.95**  

**Mythology & History**

**2853159 THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR: Myths and Legends 12.** By Graeme Davis. Drawing upon classical sources to retell the great story of Theseus, Davis has been passed down from one generation to the next. weaving a powerful cultural heritage. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**6965226 INDIAN MYTHS.** Ed. by Jake Jackson. The sacred tales and heroic epics of India have been passed down from one generation to the next, weaving a powerful cultural heritage and sense of history for the diverse peoples of that nation. Concentrating mainly on the tales from the Hindu mythology, the questions of who we are and where we came to be. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**$5.95**  

**6956783 CHINESE MYTHS.** Ed. by Jake Jackson. Ancient and mysterious, the Chinese mythological tradition has furnished us with an extensive catalog of tales. The mythology and folk tales are a mirror of the Chinese human experience and divinities. Many of these legends are retold and their origins explored in this marvelous and informative new resource guide. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**$5.95**  


**$5.95**  


**$5.95**  


**$11.95**  

**2865254 THE CANNON: The Pagan Mystery as the Rule of All the Arts.** By W. Stirling. A masterful study of ancient wisdom and mythology, this brilliant work was first published in 1897. Its central proposition is that sacred art, architecture, and literature are based upon a canonical law passed down through the ages. Illus. 404 pages. The Lost Books of Cathay. Paperback. Pub. at $38.00

**$28.00**  

**2782057 LONDON’S STRANGEST TALES.** By Tom Quinn. Packed with extraordinary stories from over a thousand years of London’s history. The tales within these pages are bizarre, fascinating, hilarious and absurd. From the depths of time, we have discovered this world’s strangest stories. 256 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $14.95

**$11.95**  


**$17.95**  

**2853795 NORDIC MYTHS: Viking Legends of Heroes and Gods.** By Martin F. Husegaard. A highly informative exploration of mythology that still resonates today, this volume examines among other things, how Norse myths were interpreted in a Christianized Europe and how their motifs influenced Medieval German writers, and in turn, were used in the modern world in very different ways by the likes of Richard Wagner and J.R.R. Tolkien. Well illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**$21.95**  

**2864990 ANCIENT SKIES: Constellation Mythology of the Greeks.** By David Westin Marshall. This narrative presents for the first time the 48 classical constellations, compiled from literature spanning nine centuries. It also explores the philosophical speculation on the cosmos, and includes illustrations and star charts carefully reconstructed from ancient sources. 268 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**  

**696849X A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AMAZONS.** By Lyn Webster Wilt. 16 pages of illus. 218 pages. Robinson. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

**$6.95**  

**Ancient History**

**2853535 EGYPTOMANIA.** By Bob Brier. The preeminent Egyptologist known throughout the world to explore humanity’s influence on our spirituality and cultural belief. Along the way, he highlights events that fanned the flames, from Napoleon’s Egyptian Campaign to Howard Carter’s discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb. Well illus., some color. 229 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**$13.95**  

**6982233 GENGHIS KHAN AND THE QUEST FOR GOD.** By Jack Weatherford. Tells the riveting story of how this orphaned and illiterate outcast forged his empire and considers the impact of his essential decision on the course of history—from the thirty years of war to the era of the Mongol Empire. In this great apogee as a world power, to the eighteenth, when Thomas Jefferson introduced the concept of religious freedom into American law. 407 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

**$19.00**  

**6933521 DEMOCRACY’S BEGINNING: The Athenian Story.** By Thomas N. Mitchell. The first democracy, established in ancient Greece more than 2,500 years ago, has served as the foundation for every democratic system of government in modern times. Tells the full and remarkable story of how this radical new political order was born. Photos. 350 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

**$9.95**  

**693186X A SHORT HISTORY OF THE PHOENICIANS.** By Mark Wimmer. Despite being credited with transmitting the first alphabet to the West, the Phoenicians have all but vanished from the historical narrative. Unraveling mysteries and contradictions, this study reveals the vibrancy and richness of the Phoenicians, and their modern impact on the history of the Mediterranean region. 233 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$11.95**  

**2816273 THE FIRST CLASH: The Miraculous Greek Victory at Marathon and Its Impact on Western Civilization.** By James Lacey. Takes a fresh look at Marathon and reveals why the battle happened the way it did, and why, in fact, it led Western civilization. Full of new analysis that defy decades of conventional wisdom, this account is a superb interpretation of a conflict that indeed made the world safer for all of us. Photo. 256 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**$4.95**  

**6859925 IN BED WITH THE ANCIENT GREEKS.** By Paul Chrystal. Examines attitudes to, and the practice of, sex in Greek mythology, literature and real life, in love, marriage, and sexual and religious rituals, and explores the culture of ancient Greece. 287 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

**$9.95**  

**6912914 ORIGINS OF THE SPHINX: Celestial Guardian of Pre-Pharaonic Civilization.** By R.M. Schoch & R. Bauval. Two Egyptologists delve into the ancient records to piece together how the Sphinx is thousands of years older than the conventional time-line and was carved by a long forgotten pre-Pharaonic civilization that existed circa 12,000 years ago in Egypt, contemporaneous with the sophisticated Old Kingdom. Contains 40 color photos. 302 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.75

**$17.95**  

**6892140 PRAETORIAN: The Rise and Fall of Rome’s Imperial Bodyguard.** By Guy de la Bedoyere. Founded by Augustus around 20 BC, this unit had been tasked with the protection of the emperor and his family. But as centuries unfolded, praetorian soldiers grew into political players with the power to make or break an emperor. Fine illustrations. 224 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**$19.95**  

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
**British History**

- **2818422** How to Behave Badly in Elizabethan England. By Ruth Scofield. Often, all the enquiring behavior, bawds, and scandals come alive in this account of up-to-date history. Guiding us through a colorfully crude catalog of offenses into its tumultuous and fascinating period of Elizabethan history. The author has written a celebration of one of history’s most rambunctious periods. 314 pages. Lively. Pub. at $28.95  

$21.95

**686953X** How to Be a Tudor: A Dawn-to-Dusk Guide to Tudor Life. By Humphrey Goodman. From a peculiar feat of visual detection, Goodman takes us back to the 16th century to bring all the sights, smells, and appetites of the Tudor era to visceral, vibrant life. Drawing on her own experience living on a replicated Tudor farm, she sets about casting a spell on the everyday portrait of everybody’s life in the day of Shakespeare and Sir Walter Raleigh. 12 pages of illus., some color. 320 pages. Lively. Pub. at $29.95  

$5.95

- **6923763** Crusoe’s Island: A Rich and Curious History of Pirates, Castaways and Madness. By Andrew Lambert. Daniel Defoe’s enduring novel Robinson Crusoe famously followed the adventures of a shipwrecked sailor. Drawing on voyage accounts, journals, and illustrations, Lambert brings to life the voices of the visiting sailors, writers and artists. 306 pages. Faber & Faber. $7.95


$11.95

- **2854805** The Betrayal of Mary, Queen of Scots: Elizabeth I and Her Greatest Rival. By Kate Williams. This new history offers an electrifying new perspective on the most turbulent and defining period in British history. 16 pages of illus. 336 pages. Ebury. Pub. at $16.95  

$21.95

- **2856843** In Darkest England and the Way Out. By William Booth. Originally published in 1890, and reprinted in 1975, this is the story of the creation of the Salvation Army in Britain. Booth, the founder of the Salvation Army, was a serious, pensive, and recurrent social problems of the times, and this publication marked the turning point in public discussion on social English problems. 323 pages. Patterson Smith. $6.95

- **2858877** A Haverhill History of Scotland. By Norman Ferguson. Scotland is as old as any other country—maybe even more so, judging by the state of the pavements. This means that it delivers an astounding, carefully rendered account of the remarkable history of England through her marvellous monarchs. Illus. 336 pages. Ebury. Pub. at $16.95  

$13.95

- **6868305** Inglorious Empire: What the British Did to India. By Shashi Tharoor. In this illustrated history, Tharoor has given us a disturbing and astonishing investigation of the remarkable history of English expansion. Illus. 528 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00  

$26.95

- **6852955** The Story of Britain: From the Romans to the Present. By Rebecca Fraser. She offers a dramatic portrayal of the state, mining, explorers, soldiers, traders, and artists, and how Britain had forged Britain’s national institutions, making this the perfect introduction to British history. SHOPWORN. Illus. 828 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00  

PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **689140X** The Strange Last Voyage of Donald Crowhurst. By N. Tomalin. It is a part of this book’s charm that we are brought with the authors on a remarkable journey, the authors reconstruct one of the greatest modern stories of one man’s descent into self-delusion, public deception and murder. With Hall’s help, Crowhurst, an unforgivable, haunting portrait of a complex, deeply troubled man and his final, fateful journey. Photos. 324 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  

$9.95

- **6833203** 1815: Regency Britain in the Year of Waterloo. By Stephen Bates. Portrays a society in the cusp of change, of vast wealth and privilege, but also great poverty and hardship, exacerbated by a catastrophic war. Waterloo, and the story of this title offers a kaleidoscope of a pivotal year. Photos, most in color. 325 pages. Head of Zeus.  

PRICE CUT to $7.95


PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **682416X** The Six Wives & Many Mistresses of Henry VIII: The Women’s Stories. By Anne Licence. For a king renowned for his love life, Henry VIII has been traditionally depicted as something of a brute, but the story may have been different from the way we have been led to believe. But did Henry VIII take the leap from lover to lover, to wife? What was Henry really like as a lover? This book offers the viewpoint of the women themselves. 32 pages of color illus. 256 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95  

$18.95

- **6867081** Empire of Guns: The Violent Making of the Industrial Revolution. By Phya Salia. We have long understood the industrial revolution as a triumphant story of innovation and technology. In this ambitious new history, Sallia upends this conventional wisdom by placing war and Britain’s prosperous gun trade at the heart of the industrial revolution and the state’s imperial expansion. Illus. 528 pages. Pen & Sword.  

$32.95

- **6904044** Culloden 1746, Third Edition: Battlefield Guide. By Stuart Reid. In this decisive and bloody encounter in 1746 the Duke of Cumberland’s government army defeated the Jacobite rebels led by Prince Charles Edward Stuart. Reid tells the story of the campaign and sets out in a concise and easy-to-understand way the movements and deployments of the opposing forces. Illus. 156 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  

$18.95

- **6955798** The Battle of Killiecrankie. 1692. The Last Act of the Killing Times. By Stuart Reid. The year 1692 was dominated by the Jacobite Risings are amongst the most evocative in Scottish history. The first battle, on the Braes of Killiecrankie, was the most important; the second, the battle of Killiecrankie, was the least. Following closely behind the army of Highlanders as they swept down from the hills in an avalanche of steel to defeat the Redcoats below. 254 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $42.95  

$32.95

- **2803518** Zealots: How a Group of Scottish Conspirators Unleashed Half a Century of War in Britain. By Oliver Thomson. This is an innovative, comprehensive account of the Jacobite Risings. Few other wars dominated the Jacobite Risings are amongst the most evocative. Scotland’s wars of religion, but also triggered three civil wars. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95  

$24.95

- **6933203** 1815: Regency Britain in the Year of Waterloo. By Stephen Bates. Portrays a society in the cusp of change, of vast wealth and privilege, but also great poverty and hardship, exacerbated by a catastrophic war. Waterloo, and the story of this title offers a kaleidoscope of a pivotal year. Photos, most in color. 325 pages. Head of Zeus.  

PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **688433X** The Violent Making of the Industrial Revolution. By Phya Salia. We have long understood the industrial revolution as a triumphant story of innovation and technology. In this ambitious new history, Sallia upends this conventional wisdom by placing war and Britain’s prosperous gun trade at the heart of the industrial revolution and the state’s imperial expansion. Illus. 528 pages. Pen & Sword.  

$32.95

- **6909444** Culloden 1746, Third Edition: Battlefield Guide. By Stuart Reid. In this decisive and bloody encounter in 1746 the Duke of Cumberland’s government army defeated the Jacobite rebels led by Prince Charles Edward Stuart. Reid tells the story of the campaign and sets out in a concise and easy-to-understand way the movements and deployments of the opposing forces. Illus. 156 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  

$18.95
**European History**

6897796 OPERATION NEMESIS: The Assassination Plot That Avenged the Armenian Genocide. By Eric Bogosian. A masterful account of the assassins who hunted down the perpetrators of the Armenian genocide. The Nemesis team killed six major Turkish leaders in the 1930s. Bogosian goes beyond simply telling the story of this cadre of Armenian assassins to set the operation in its context, and reveals the truth. Illus. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Brandeis. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

6934488 NO PLACE TO CALL HOME: Inside the Real Lives of Gypsies & Travellers. By Katharine Quarmby. For centuries the Roma have wandered Europe. reviled by millions. Quarmby chronicles the many different European gypsy communities, including her own family’s in Essex, the author tells a shocking, poignant story of rejection as the Sheridan. McCarthy. Burton, and Towsey families struggled to make a living. 336 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**2869337 ANATOMY OF A GENOCIDE: The Life and Death of a Town Called Buczacz. By Omer Barlev. For more than two decades the author searched for answers to understand how the entire Jewish population was murdered and the Polish residents eradicated in the East European town of Buczacz. The result is an account that changes our understanding of the social dynamic of massacres and the timing of how easily it could happen again. 398 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2769257 SITES OF EUROPEAN ANTISEMISM IN THE AGE OF MASS POLITICS, 1880-1918. Ed. by R. Nemes & D. Unowicky. An innovative collection of essays on the history of anti-Semitism across Europe in the decades around 1900 that shifts the focus away from intellectuals and well-known incidents to less-familiar events, actors, and locations including smaller towns and small countries 345 pages. Brandeis. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $24.50

**2845628 IN WARTIME: Stories from Ukraine. By Tim Judah. Talking with everyone from politicians to poets, pensioners, and historians, and listening to their clashing explanations, Judah tries to understand how a country fighting a war of independence from Russia—twenty-five years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Illus. 257 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

**2782634 EASTERN EUROPE! Everything You Need to Know About the Story (A More of a Random Thought About Our World and Still Does. By Tomek Jankowski. More than two decades after the fall of the Iron Curtain, this informative and highly entertaining guide takes one on a tour through Eastern Europe’s elusive, vast, yet vital “other half,” a region even the most knowledgeable people often label with “Here be monsters.” Photos. 595 pages. New Europe Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2707216 AMALIENBORG AND FREDRIKSTADEN: The Palace and the Royal Quarter. By Jens F. Harrington. Based on the journal of a Renaissance-era executioner, this book takes us deep into the alien world of a professional executioner who put to death 399 individuals and tortured them from his apprenticeship under his father to balancing his familial duties with his work. Illus. 283 pages. Ricardor. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

6773363 SONS OF THE CONQUERORS: The Rise of the Turko-Tatar Empire. By Jürgen Fitschen. A vivid portrait of the descendants of the nomad armies who once conquered China and the Byzantine Empire. Reveals the myriad connections that live between Turks in the Xinjiang province of western China, and through Central Asia, Iran, Iraq, the Netherlands, and Germany, traces an entire way to the Appalachian Mountains in the U.S. 16 pages of photos. 413 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**2787003 POWER, SPLENDOR, AND DIAMONDS: Denmark’s Regalia and Crown Jewels. By Peter Kristiansen. This study brings it into the light once more. 16 pages of photos, motion a series of events that culminated in Mary’s downfall. 278 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.99

2783979 THE BALKAN DECLARATION: Empire, the Mandate and Resistance in Palestine. By Bernard Regan. Based on newly released unclassified documents—the Balkan Declaration—and charts the debates within the British government, the Zionist movement, and the Palestinian groups staging a last-minute fight for their countries after the after-effects of these events are still felt today. 278 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6776256 FRONTLINE UKRAINE: Crisis in the Borderlands. By Richard Sakwa. Provides a unique record of the surveillance, reorganization, intelligence-gathering, collusion, undercover combat and murder during “The Troubles” from 1969 to 2001, and the involvement of some 160 security and law enforcement agencies that were active to combat the IRA in Northern Ireland. Illus. 128 pages. Pat & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2786953 A HIGH ROYAL JUDGMENT: Gatekeeper of the Alps. By John Cornforth. A detailed examination of the social, political, and military significance of Savoy, documenting the fascinating history of a constantly developing region in Europe. Dambryn shows how the need of European armies to cross Savoy, made its invasion a must. Illus. 28 pages of photos, some color. 352 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**6796689 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS’ DOWNFALL: The Life and Murder of Henry Lord Darnley. By Robert Stedall. In thesalad of the 16th century on February 10, 1567, an explosion ripped through the Old Provost’s lodging at Kirk o’ Field, Edinburgh, where Mary Queen of Scotland’s consort. The modern investigation remains one of the most enigmatic and important stories in European history. A renowned symbol of French haute cuisine. In this volume the author sets the dish in its context, and reveals the truth. Illus. 276 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

6836593 THE FAITHFUL EXECUTIONER: Life and Death, Honor and Shame in the Turkish Empire. By John G. Raven. A panoramic reappraisal of why the Habsburg Empire mattered so much for so long to millions of Central Europeans. The Empire’s collapse and the reunification of the German nation laid the foundations for the modern nations and peoples as well as the intractable problems it could not solve left an enduring impact on its successor states in Central Europe—and its lessons remain no less important today. 567 pages. Balckwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

285010X NAPOLEON’S CHICKEN MARENGO: Creating the Myth of the Emperor’s Favourite Dish. By Andrew Uffindell. This remarkable work tells the story of Chicken Marengo, and cuts through the tangle of myths that has sprung up around it. Suggests an intriguing possibility about Napoleon’s diet. Marengo, the dish rapidly conquered Paris and became a renowned symbol of French haute cuisine. In this volume the author sets the dish in its context, and reveals the truth. Illus. 276 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

**2777278 THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING AN INDIVIDUAL IN RENAISSANCE ITALY: Men, Their Professions, and Their Beards. By Douglas Bux. Explores the individual in light of early modern Italy’s new patronage systems, educational programs, and work opportunities. The story of an individual in motion—a series of events that culminated in Mary’s downfall. This study brings it into the light once more. 16 pages of photos, some color. 352 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**6801284 RIVIERA DREAMING: Love and War on the Cote d’Azur. By Maureen Emerson. Tells the fascinating story of the lives, loves and adventures that played out behind the walls of the fabulous palaces along the Riviera in the early part of the 20th century. This fascinating narrative Emerson provides an unparalleled portrait of life on the Cote d’Azur during the high days of the Jazz Age and the Roaring Twenties. 244 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $29.50 $21.95

**2817284 THE ARABIAN LEGIONNAIRES: Sacrifice and Betrayal in World War I. By Susan Paul Pattie. Complete with eyewitness accounts, letters and photographs, this accessible volume presents an intimate look into the conflicts between the Great Powers through the lens of a small, vulnerable people caught in a war that was not their own, but which had already destroyed their known world. Well illus. 266 pages. Brandeis. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.50 $21.95

**6812517 FRAGMENT OF A LOST HOMELAND: Remembering Armenia. By Aram T. Marsoobian. The Armenian world was shattered by the 1915 genocide. Marsoobian array of family sources to tell the story of his ancestors and in doing so covers a 50 year time span that encompasses three pivotal and often violent moments in Armenian history: the events of 1915, the 1920s, and the 1940s. Illus. 348 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


**6965881 NORTHERN IRELAND: The Troubles. By Kenneth Lesley Dixon. Provides a unique record of the surveillance, reconnaissance, intelligence-gathering, collusion, undercover combat and murder during “The Troubles” from 1969 to 2001, and the involvement of some 160 security and law enforcement agencies that were active to combat the IRA in Northern Ireland. Illus. 128 pages. Pat & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2787776 A HABSBURG EMPIRE: A National Myth. By Alexander Ellis. A detailed examination of the social, political, and military significance of Savoy, documenting the fascinating history of a constantly developing region in Europe. Dambryn shows how the need of European armies to cross Savoy, made its invasion a must. Illus. 28 pages of photos, some color. 352 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/670
**Middle Eastern History**

- **2835746** THE AGE OF JIHAD: Islamic State and the Great War for the Middle East. By Patrick Cockburn. Charts the rise of today’s Middle East and the devastating role the West has played in the region from 2001 to the present. In this comprehensive study, Cockburn presents the most in-depth analysis of the regional crisis in the Middle East to date. 448 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95
- **6970176** 1949: The First Israelis. By Tom Segev. A different story of Israel’s early years—one that wasn’t taught in schools or shown in popular culture. Rather than paint an idealized portrait of Israel’s founding, one that occurred directly on the heels of the Holocaust, Segev chooses to honestly report the country’s troubled beginnings. 388 pages. Fawcett. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95
- **6981921** SWORD AND SCIMITAR: Fourteen Centuries of War Between Islam and the West. By Raymond Ibrahim. A sweeping history of the often violent conflict between Islam and the West beginning with the first major Islamic attack on Christian land in 636. Provides the needed historical context to understand the current relationship between the two conflicting faiths. Now in a corrected paperback edition. The Islamic State is merely the latest chapter of an old history. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95
- **2799839** ENEMIES AND NEIGHBORS: Arabs and Jews in Palestine and Israel, 1917-1977. By Ian Black. An authoritative account of the Arab-Israeli conflict from 1917 to 1977, drawing a wide range of sources, to recreate the major milestones in the most polarizing conflict of the modern age, from both sides. A fascinating investigation of a history that continues to dominate global politics and public debates. 16 pages of photos. 606 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95
- **284704** ENEMIES AND NEIGHBORS: Arabs and Jews in Palestine and Israel, 1917-2016. By Ian Black. An accessible and vivid account of the Arab-Israeli conflict from 1917 to 2016, drawing into the deeper truths of the contested history that has preserved Palestinians and Israelis as unequal enemies and neighbors, their conflict and understanding mutually defined. Two-state solution have all but disappeared. 16 pages of photos, some color. 606 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
- **680397** RISE AND KILL FIRST: The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted Assassinations. By Patrick Cockburn. Based on hundreds of the on the record interviews and thousands of files to which the author has gotten exclusive access over, this exhaustive work brings us deep into the heart of Israel’s targeted killing campaigns. 16 pages of photos. 456 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**North American History**

- **6615295** ON THE RELIGIOUS FRONTIER: Tsarist Russia and Islam in the Caucasus. By Frienzo Mostashari. 203 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95
- **6791530** THOU SHALT DO NO MURDER: Inuit, Injustice, and the Canadian Arctic. By Ken Harper. Photos, some in color. 416 pages. Narawut Arctic College. Pub. at $38.95 $31.95

**Russian & Soviet History**

- **6879764** THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION: A New History. By Sean McMeekin. Traces the events that led Russian Bolsheviks into power, and introduced Communism to the world. Between 1917 and 1922, Russia underwent a complete and irreversible transformation. The first comprehensive history of these momentous events in two decades, delivering exciting, groundbreaking research about this turbulent event. 16 pages of photos. 445 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95
- **2802589** BLACK DRAGON RIVER: A Journey Down the Amur River at the Borders of Empires. By Dominic Ziegler. The Amur river serves as a large part of the border between China and Russia. As a meeting ground for the great empires of Asia, the author journeys from the river’s top to its bottom, weaving together the Amur’s history, ecology, and people showing a region that holds a complex key between Russia and China today. 357 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95
- **6951150** HUNGER AND WAR: Food Provisioning in the Soviet Union During World War II. Ed. by W.D. Goldman & J. Filtzer. Drawing on recently released Soviet archival materials, this title investigates state food supply policy and its impact on Soviet society during WWII. This volume analyzes the Soviet experience of the Second World War as well as to studies of war and famine. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95
- **6910081** SECONDHAND TIME: The Last of the Soviets. By Svetlana Alexievich. Based on the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature comes a symphonic oral history about the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the emergence of a new Russia. A magnificent tapestry of sorrows and triumphs of the human spirit, telling the stories that together make up the true history of a nation. 470 pages. Random. Paperback. $27.95 $21.95
- **2830108** THE EMPIRE MUST DIE: Russia’s Revolutionary Collapse, 1900-1917. By Mikhail Zygar. The author’s retelling of the two decades that prefigured the death of the tsar, his family and the entire imperial edifice is a captivating drama of what might have been versus what was subsequently seen as inevitable. A century later, the end of the Russian state and the fall of the Russian Empire changed the course of the 20th century. 588 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95
- **6926128** OCTOBER: The Story of the Russian Revolution. By China Mieville. In a panoramic sweep that stretches from St. Peters burg and Moscow to the remotest villages of a sprawling empire, Mieville charts the extraordinary story of the 1917 Russian Revolution. What unfolds is a breathtaking saga of humanity at its most inhuman, as the author shows in popular culture. Rather than paint an admiring portrait of Lenin and the Bolsheviks, Mieville presents a more complex key between Russia and China today. 357 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
- **6989217** BLACK WIND, WHITE SNOW: The Rise of Russia’s New Nationalism. By Charles Clover. This eye opening analysis examines the idea of Eurasianism, a theory of Russia based on ethnicity, religion, history, and geography. Clover pieces together the evidence for Eurasianism’s place at the heart of the Kremlin thinking today and explores its impact on recent events. Photos. 368 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95
- **2780097** THE LAST OF THE TSARS: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Robert Service. A masterful study of a man who was almost entirely out of his depth, perhaps even willfully so. The author argues that Nicholas II suffered from a mix of economic, religious, and political turmoil that followed the February Revolution, the Bolshevik seizure of power in October 1917, and the beginnings of Lenin’s Soviet socialist republic. 16 pages of photos. 382 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**European History**

- **6958125** SAVING STALIN’S IMPERIAL CITY: Historical Preservation in Leningrad, 1930-1950. By Susan Maddow. A history of the successes and failures in historic preservation and of leninigers’ determination to honor the memory of the terrible siege the city had endured during WWII. The author stresses the counterintuitive nature of Stalinist policies, which allocated scarce wartime resources to save historic monuments of the tsarist and imperial past. 16 pages of photos. 284 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $18.95
- **6929516** RUSSIA OF THE TSARS: History Files. By Peter Waldron. Between the 17th century and the 1917 revolution, the Russian Tsars became absolute rulers of the largest and most diverse empire in the world. Waldron examines the great flowering of Russian art, literature and music, the pressures for and against reform, and finally the fall of the Tsarist regime in a single book. 16 pages of photos. 144 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
- **598844X** RED FAMINE: Stalin’s War on Ukraine. By Anne Applebaum. At least five million people died between 1931 and 1933 in the U.S.S.R. because of Stalin’s policy of agricultural collectivization, and Applebaum argues that more than three million of those dead were Ukrainians deliberately killed by the state. In this new work, she presents this tragic chapter in 24 pages of photos. 544 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95
- **5956944** THE MURDERS IN THE THIRTY-NINES. By Andrew Cook. Drawing on forensic evidence and newly discovered British and Russian Secret service records, Cook reveals the truth about the Romanov family’s murder and possible rescue by the British, solving one of our great modern-day mysteries. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. W.W. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95
- **6993383** THE DAY WILL PASS AWAY: The Diary of a Gulag Prison Guard 1935-1936. By Ivan Chistyakov. This remarkable diary is one of the few first person accounts to survive the grim reality of the gulag system. From poetic musings on the landscape of the taiga to reflections on the cruelty of loneliness, Chistyakov provides a astonishing, visceral, and moving account of an infamous time and place. 249 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $7.95

**New World History**

- **6820174** THE FIELD OF BLOOD: The Battle for Aleppo and the Remaking of the Medieval Middle East. By Nicholas Morton. 236 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00 $13.95

**Middle Eastern History**

**Explorers & Exploration**

**8886183** ARCTIC AMBITIONS: Captain Cook and the Northwest Passage. By J.K. Barnett & D.L. Nicandri. Reveals Cook’s third and final great voyage where he surveyed the northwest coast of North America in the hopes of finding the legendary Northwest Passage. While the passage proved illusive, the journey produced some of the finest charts, collections, and anthropological observations of his career. Maps & illus., most in color. 429 pages. Hardcover. LwMw 10/4x10/4. Pub. at $34.99. * $9.95

**2786524** EMPIRE MADE: My Search for an Outlaw Uncle Who Vanished in British India. By Kiet Hillsbery. Hillsbery embarks on a quest searching for details of his uncle who died in Calcutta in 1841. A remarkable adventure story, stripping away the myth, the master historian illuminates one of the great overlooked tales of exploration, revealing the astonishing human experience. 328 pages. Hardcover. MHP. Pub. at $29.95. * $6.95


**2810352** THE GREAT EXPLORERS. Ed. by Robin Hanson-Trenty. Charts the expeditions of forty of the world’s most intrepid explorers including: Gertrude Bell, James Cook and Jacques Cartier, Lewis and Clark, and Samuel de Champlain. What inspired these explorers to push back the boundaries of the world? What inspired these explorers to push back the boundaries of the world? What inspired these explorers to push back the boundaries of the world? What inspired these explorers to push back the boundaries of the world? 24 pages of photos. 320 pages. Hardcover. MHP. Pub. at $34.99. * $9.95

**2826550** PACIFIC EXPLORATION: Voyages of Discovery from Captain Cook to the Boeing. By Nigel Rigby et al. Explores topics of scientific discovery, engagement with indigenous peoples, the use of shipboard artists and scientists, the growing professionalism of the hydrographic service, the vessels used and the colonial, commercial, and imperial contexts of these voyages of discovery. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Atlant Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. * $12.95

**2821808** A STOWAWAY UKULELE REVEALED: Richard Konter and the Byrd Polar Expeditions. By Larry Bartram with D. Boak. Details for the first time, the marvelously diverse cast of characters who autographed this little instrument, presenting min-biographies and photographs to illustrate the interconnected web of lives brought together by Konter—a globe-gobbling, ukulele-strumming, Brooklyn sailor who became an accomplished accordion arranger and banjo player. 300 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $27.99. * $22.95


**6819155** EXPLORERS AND THEIR QUEST FOR NORTH AMERICA. By Philip J. Potter. 303 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95. * $26.95

**2784759** THE GREAT EXPLORERS AND THEIR JOURNEYS OF DISCOVERY. By Beau Riffenburgh. 208 pages. Andro Deutschland. 9/1x11/1. Pub. at $35.00. * Price cut to $21.95

---

**Quick Factuals**

**696597** CONQUISTADORS: Searching for El Dorado—The Terrifying Spanish Conquest of the Aztec and Inca Empires. By John Pemberton. Illustrations of each of the included maps range from the Klencke Atlas (1660) to Kukusal’s map of China (1640–41), from a 1828 pirate map of Guadalcanal, to the minute geopolitical cartographic postcards featuring maps of Australia. This is the definitive showcase of the library’s extensive map collection. 272 pages. British Library 9/1x11/4. Pub. at $59.00. * $35.95

**765135X** NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Atlas of the World, TENTH EDITION. By Chris Carroll et al. Now in its stunning tenth edition, this critically acclaimed atlas continues to capture the minute geopolitical and environmental changes and brings to light the most important and relevant topics gripping our planet today. Through detailed, beautifully illustrated maps, informative fact boxes, charts, and beautiful, engaging illustrations this atlas covers the vital developments of our world in the reliable, authoritative, and innovative style that National Geographic is known for. Slipcased. Illus. in color. 153 pages. National Geographic. 12/11x18/1. Pub. at $39.00. * $25.95

---

**Women in History**


**6958966** THE HIDDEN LIVES OF TUDOR WOMEN: A Social History. By Elizabeth Norton. Norton explores the life cycle of the Tudor woman, from childhood to old age. From the reign of Elizabeth Tudor, Henry VIII’s sister; Cecily Burbage, Elizabeth’s wet nurse; Elizabeth Barton, a peasant girl who would be lauded as a prophetess and others. This brings this vibrant period to colorful life in the history of women. Illus. in color. 406 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. * $12.95

**6614949** GAME OF QUEENS: The Women Who Made Sixteenth-Century Europe. By Sarah Griswold. Sixteenth-century Europe saw a female display of power that had never before been seen. Women held unprecedented power for over 100 years. From Isabella of Castilla, Elizabeth I of England, and Catherine de Medicis, Anne Boleyn, and Elizabeth Tudor, these widowed enormous authority and shaped European history. Illus. in color. 352 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.99. * $7.95

---
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Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

6849601 POLICE STATE: How America’s Cops Got Away with Murder. By Gerry Spence. Spence narrates eight of his most famous cases and issues a stinging indictment of the American justice system, demonstrating that the way we select and train our police guarantees fatal abuses of justice. He also prescribes a challenging cure that stands to restore America’s promise of liberty and justice for all. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

206778 THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY. By A. Strinkey & D. Dyer. Indispensable resource for the curious reader and the serious historian alike, it showcases some of the most provocative interpretive history being written today. Sheds light on the hubris, struggles and brilliance of our nation’s leaders and offers a unique window into the continuing evolution of the office. Illus. 572 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2868072 TRUMPOCRACY: The Corruption of the American Republic. By David Frum. In this powerful and eye-opening examination, Frum outlines how Trump and his generals and financiers who surround him could push America toward illiberalism, what the consequences could be for our nation and the world, and what we can do to prevent it. 301 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

2843141 LINCOLN: Great Presidents Created American Power. By Richard Striner. Tells the story of America’s rise to global power and the presidential leaders who envisioned it and made it happen. Striner explains how the six presidents—from James Madison and James Monroe to John Quincy Adams to Andrew Jackson to Abraham Lincoln—together created the American power today. 384 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2878855 AMERICA AND THE VATICAN: Trading Information After WWII. By Robert F. Illig. Serving as the functioning charge d’affaires at the United States mission office within the Vatican, which was opened fifteen years after WWII, Illig brings intriguing insight to the reader and offers a clear perspective to American-Vatican relations as well as the Vatican’s relationship with the world. Photos. 245 pages. History Publishing Co. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

6868029 THE PENTAGON’S WARS: The Military’s Undeclared War Against America’s Presidents. By Mark Perry. The renowned military historian paints a dramatically, detailed account of the deep, long-standing, and divisive debates between America’s civilian leadership and its highest military officials, and sheds new light on the most powerful and influential lobby in Washington. Photos. 341 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


2841819 IT HAPPENED IN DELAWARE. By Judy Cobert. Discover how the L.D. Cauk Company changed the face of dentistry with revolutionary developments in cavity fillings, learn how the forensic study program got its start at the University of Delaware, relive how the Cape May-Lewes Ferry service began almost fifty years ago and is still in operation today, and more. 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2841649 1932: The Rise of Hitler & FDR—Two Tales of Politics, Betrayal, and Unlikely Destiny. By David Pietrusza. A tale of scoundrels and panaceas, class warfare and racial politics, of a seemingly bottomless depression, of massive unemployment and hardship, of unprecedented public works/infrastructure programs and more. 400 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


286797X A DEATH IN THE ISLANDS: The Unwritten Law and the Last Trial of Clarence Darrow. By Mike Farris. Written in the style of a novel, but meticulously following the historical record, Farris weaves a story of lies, deception, mental illness, racism, revenge, and murder—a series of events in the Territory of Hawaii that left a stain on the legacy of one of the greatest legal minds of all time. 317 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

6897778 THE PILLOW BOOK OF SEI SHONAGON: An account of a tenth century courtier’s experiences in the palace of Empress Teishi. The title refers to a custom among courtiers of keeping a diary in a wooden pillow with a drawer. One of the earliest examples of diary literature whose passages chronicle the events and intrigues of the court. 16 pages of color photos. 128 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

2862709 THREE ENCOUNTERS WITH LINCOLN. By Elizabeth Brown Pryor. Offers new perspectives on our sixteenth president by examining six mostly unknown encounters he had with his constituents. Taken together, they reveal his opinions and character in unexpected ways, illustrating the difficulties of managing a republic and creating a presidency, 408 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 $18.00

6894649 THE RIGHT PROBLEMS: What the President, Congress, and Every Candidate Should Be Working On. By Herman Cain. Former presidential candidate Herman Cain shows how we can overcome the ignorance that has spread throughout our country, and describes what an informed and courageous leader should look like. 156 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6834221 CHARITY & SYLVIA: A Same-Sex Marriage in Early America. By Rachel Hope Cleves. From 1807 to 1851, two ordinary women, Charity Bryant and Sylvia Drake, lived openly together as a married couple in Weybridge, Vermont. Based on diaries, letters, poems, memoirs, account books, ephemera and governmental records from more than 20 archives, this story traces the women’s lives in sharp detail. 267 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $31.95 $6.95
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